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• Self Introductions 
• Workshop Objectives 
• Workshop Outline 
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SO-Workshop Objectives 

• Learn Use of PASSER V for Analysis 
and Optimization of Traffic Signals: 
v'lsolated Si·gnals 
v'lsolated nl!:l ..... ~ ... 

,( Ill !:lll'lnfti"'II'IIC!;i 

Transportation Operations Group 

SO-Workshop Outline 
• Sl: Introduction to PASSER V 

v'features 
v'Input Data Requirements 

• 52: Isolated Signals 
v'Review of 
v'lso :ar.an 

• 53: Signal Systems 
v'Review of Theory 

Transportation Operations Group 
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SO-Workshop Outline {continued) 

• 54: Diamond Interchange Exercise 
./Additional Discussion 

• 55: Arterial Exercises 
./Analyze Simple Arterials 

./CoorCiinating Diamond w ith Adjacent 
Signals 

....... 
TriliwJodstion 
IIUtililte 
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SO- Workshop Outline {continued) 

• 57: Workshop Conclusion 
./Multi-Arterial Network Case Studies 
./Question/ Answer Session 
./ Workshop Survey 
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Session 1 : I ntroduction to 
PASSER V 

• Background 
• Features 
• Input Data Requirements 

User ...... a .. ·!ll. 

Transportation Operations Group 

51-P-ASSER V Background 
• Funded by TxDOT and TTI 
• Applications 
~Isolated Signals (Building Blocks) 
~Signalized erials 
~ solated ni!:IIII'WiftrU't 

~ Dia"'""r'" ;-..c 

Transportation Operations Group 
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51-PASSER V Features 

• Graphic User Interface 
./Multiple Document Architecture 

• New Delay /Traffic Model 
Signals to 

v"Maximu ·Jt.-.... "! ... -., 

v"M. 

• Graphic Time-Space Diagram 

1ilxas 
~tion 
IIJStltilte 

Transportation Operations Group 

51-Using PASSER V 

• Draw the Facility 
• Select Intersection or Link 
• Enter Corresponding Data 
• View Signal Es 

v"5e1,ect 

./View I Print Results 

Transportation Operations Group 
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S1- Tools in PASSER V 

• PASSER II Optimizer 
• PASSER III Optimizer 
• GA-Based Optimizer 
• Time-Space 

Volume 
Delay 

Transportation Operations Group 

51 - PASSER V Limitations 
• Coordination Requires Same Cycle 

Length at All Signals 
v"No Double-Cycling or Conditional 

Service 

• cannot H 
yi'N~~~:~of"la•ft~~~~lr:llillll 
" n- ignal Int:ersect:ion 

Transportation Operations Group 
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Session 2: Isolated Signals 

• Overview of Theory 
• PASSER V Input Data Needs 
• Input Data Considerations 

• Signal--· .... 

Transportation Operations Group 

52-Cycle vs. Delay and 
Capacity 

Cl"itkal Cycle 
Leogtb. Cc 

Cycle Length 

Transportation Operations Group 
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52-Cycle vs. Delay and Stops 

Transportation Operations Group IS 

52-Cycle Length vs. Delay 

Transportation Operations Group 16 
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52-Timing Isolated Signals 

• Select Best Timings 
./Cycle 
./Splits (or max, min, gap setting) 
./Clearance Intervals 

• To pro,IIUI!I'cJa 

./ afe 

./Efficient Opera ion 

Transportation o,.ratlons Group 

52-Safety Issues 

17 

• Space Conflicts Inside Intersection 
./Use of Split Phasing 

• Minimum Greens 
./Based on Dr•vill:ar I:~I(Dectancv 

•vehicle 

Transportation Operations Group 18 
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52-Clearance Intervals 
• Proper Settings Avoid a "Dilemma 

Zone" 
Speed 

mph {kph) 

Yellow Change 

sec {level grade) • Red Clearance 

sec {60' wide crossing) 

25 (40) 

35 (56) 

45 (72) 

55 (88) 

65 (104) 

2.84 

3.57 

4.31 

5.04 

5.~ 

Transportation Operations Group 

2.18 

1.55 

1.21 

0.99 

0 .84 

52-Pedestrians 

Pedestrians 

Vehicles 

Signal 

Timing 

------~-------------------, 
Distance 

w GP = (4 to 7 seconds) + 

"WALK" I Flashing. " DON'T WALK'' ' Location of yellow + all 
-'----11>1~' red depends on polic) as 

4 to 7 Distance , \V I to ullowing pC'dc::.trian 
nashing .. DON'T WALK .. 

Mimmum Pedestrian Time 

Yellow + 

Al l Red 

Min. Grc..'Cn Clearance .,.. 

Mimmum Vehicle Time 

Vehicular Green 

I 

to occur simuhancously 
with vehicular clearance. 

/tl 
Yellow t Yellow + 

All Red A ll Red 

Clearance Clearance ..t 

t ~---! 
1 .. WALK .. I Flashing .. DON'T WAL_K_··- - ... ~ 

Minimum Pedestrixn Time Contr~oi~•>---------~----~--...J 

Transportation Operations Group 
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S2- Yellow Trap 
Southbound Demonstration of 

Lead-Lag 
"YELLOW TRAP" 

Northbound 

Transportation Operations Group 

S2- Yellow Trap rcontinuedJ 
Southbound 

Dallas Phasing 

Northbound 

Transportation Operations Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
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6 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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52-Best Isolated Operation 
• What is Good Operation? 

v"'Minimum Delay 
v"'Shortest Queues per Cycle 
v"'Minimum Stops 
v"'Compromised Combination 

User uectG 

v"'Traffic Counts 
v"' Driver Perceptio 

Transportation Operations Group 

52-PASSER V Data Needs 
• Turning Movement Counts (TMC) 

./Collect 15-Minute Data and Calculate PHF 

./AM, PM, and Off-Peak 

./Collect Vehicle Mix I nformation 

• Can Apply Growth Rates to Older 
Counts, as Long as Traffic Patterns 
Haven't 

Transportation Operations Group 
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52-PASSER V Data Needs 
(continued) 

• Number of Lanes 
• Lane Use 
• Lane Widths 
• Turn Bays and Lengths 

Transportation Operations Group 

52-Input Considerations 
• Left-turn Treatment 

25 

vi' Number of Opposing Lanes 
v"'Overlapping Turning Paths (may need 

to split phase) 
v"'Type of Signal Heads (3, 4, or. 

::»ec:tlion) 
Preti .... lii:I·
Actuated 

• Priority or Preemption 

Transportation Operations Group 26 
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52- Performance Data 
• Delay, Stops, Queue Inforn1ation 

for Existing Conditions 
• Collection Can Be Costly 

Transportation Openttions Group 27 

52- Isolated Signal Exercise 

• Draw an Isolated Signal 
• Enter Data 
• Analyze 

Transportation Openttlons Group 28 
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52 - NEMA Phase Numbering 

4 7 

ncs 
sr::!) 
2 c::::> 

Main ¢U 
Street 3 

Cross 
Street 

Time---+ 

1.(? 2~ 3 ¢U 4 

sci) 6 ¢::::1 7 (S 8 

NEMA Dual-Rmg Phasmg 
(leading lefts, no overlap) 

Transportation Operations Group 

52- I ntersection Data 

' Bay is 9l ' loog 

AM 
L 13 
T 52 
R 74 
Tmck% 2 

S.W. Military 

Bay is 126' long 

S. Presa 

Transportation Operations Group 
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52-Data Entry 

• Draw Links 
• Define Lanes 
• Enter PM-peak Volumes 

,ii.e., 149, and 147 for EB 

•Select MOM 

,!EB a-.a•l•••a"'''l 

,tNB and SB Prot/Perm 

Transportation Operations Group 

52-Data Entry (continued) 

• Adjust Right-turn Volumes for 
RTOR 

• Overlap (Yes for lefts) 
• Min Splits 

,tPeds if No 

,/EB, WB, NB, S : 23, 23, 29, 29 
,t Clearance Times 

Teitas 
~tion 

- '~ 
Transportation Operations Group 
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S2- Bata Entry (continued) 

• Adjustments to Fl1ows 
•Trucks 
• Ideal Saturation Flow 
• Click Update Button 

Transportation Operations Group 

52-Analysis/Results 

• Delay vs. Cycle Analysis 
• Contro'ller: Ring-Barrier Display 
•MOEs 

Transportation Operations Group 
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Session 3: Signal Systems 
•overview: 

,(Engineering Theory 
,r Analysis Tools 

Transportation Operations Group 

S3-Fiow Stability Between 
Adjacent Systems 

Min. Acceptable 
System C_ cle 
Length 

Cycle Length 

Transportation Operations Group 
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53-Signal Offset and Flow 
Between Adj acent Signals 

.,.... 
Tf'linMJonatlon 
lnst/rine 

Offset 

Transportarion Operations Group 

53-Flow vs. Bands 

Offset 

Transportation Operations Group 
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53-Effects of Changes in 
Offset 

Offset + 

Transportation Operations Group 

53-Cannot Get Two-way 
Bands? Change Phasing! 

Transportation Operations Group 
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53-Changing Phasing Can 
Improve 2-way Progression 

~liuas 
~ ..tlllfiiiij T::llf::'lllion Transportation Operations Group 41 

53-Timing Adjacent Signals 
• Objectives of Coordination 

./ rovide/ aintain Safe 

./ aintain Stable Flow 

./Minimize stemwide Delay 

./Mi · ize ---·- and Spill 

./ 

./ inim1ze um 

./Maximize Arterial Progression 

Transportation Operations Group 42 
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53-Types of Models 
• Traffic Simulation Model 

,.!'Eva~luates a Specified Scenario 
,!'Generates Performance Measures 

• Optimization Model 
,I' Systematical 
,/'Eva I 
,/'§elects the Best ~:an:.1r1n 

,!'Usually A~pplicable to Traffic Signals 

J&ms 
Tta~JMK~r(ation 
lnstllilte 

Transportation Operations Group 

53-Simulation Models 
• Microscopic 

./ Keeps Track of Each 
Vehicle 

./Time Consuming 

• Mesoscopic 
./Analyzes Flow 
./ Faster C811CUiclti0111! 

./Analyzes Platoons 

./Fastest Calculations 

Transportation Operarlons Group 
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53-Simulation Models rcontinuedJ 

• Microscopic 
~Keeps Track of Each 

Vehide 
~Time Consuming 

• Mesoscopic 
~Analyzes Flow 
~ Faster calculation! 

~Analyzes Platoons 
~Fastest Calculations 

• Stochastic 

• Deterministic 

Tel(.N 
TRHIJIIOI'tllrion 
lnstmlfe 

Transportation Operations Group 

53-Simulation Accuracy 
• Realistic Queues 

./Mlicroscopic: CORSIM, 
Vissim, SimTraffic 

./Mesoscopic: new 7F, 
, Synchro 6 

./Macroscopic: P2, P4 

· __& t::::;',omtion 
4lfl"' J!lijjjj lnst/Wte 

Transportation Operations Group 
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53-Spi//back & Starvation 

Transportation Operations Group 47 

53-Blocking and Starvation 

Transportation Operations Group 48 
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53-Blocking and Starvation 
(continued} 

Transportation Operations Group 

53-Starvation May Not Be 
Bad (Unused Capacity) 

~.::. 

49 

....,& f!:ii::.tlon Transportation Operations Group 50 
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53-0ptimization Criteria 

• Maximize Arterial Progression 
• M·nimize Systemwi Delay 
• Minimize Stops 
• Minimize Queues 

Texas 
Transportation 
Institute 

Transportation Operations Group 

53-0ptimization Methods 

• Exhaustive Search 
• Smart Search Techniques 

v"'HUI-dimbing 

v"' Heuristic 

v"' Mathemiati~calil!n:»aram 
v"' 

• Most Signal-Timing Programs Use 
a Combination 

Transportation Operations Group 
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53-0ptimization Tool Types 

• Delay-Based 
v"Mini,mizes Delay ( +Qs and Stops) 
v"Evalua~tes/Simulates Each Plan 
v"Examples: 

»PASSER V: Exha sttve GA 

Transportation Operations Group 53 

53-0ptimization Tool Types 
(continued) 

• Bandwidth-Based 
v"Ma,ximizes Arteri1all Progression 

»Simple Objective Function 

v"Simulates Traffic After Optimization 
v"Examples: 

»PASSER V: Exha ·ve Heunsttc, GA 

Transportation Operations Group 54 
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53-PASSER V Data Needs 

• Signal Spacing 

• Link Speeds 
• Types of Link 

I : l ~terse~tionf Spacing (in_feet) J Jl __ 

r 

/ ' i 
Stop bar I i 

Intersection I 

7 ''1 
Stop bar 'I 

Intersection 2 

...... 
T~tion 
Institute 

Transportation Operations Group 55 

53-Input Performance Data 
• Speed, Travel Time, or Delay 

Information for Existing Conditions 
• May 'Need to Measure Speed for 

Use in PASSER V 
Can Be USIKI 
Validate 

• Collection Can Be Costly 

Transportation Operations Group 56 
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Session 4: Diamond 
Interchange Analysis 

• Background and Operational Issues 
• Diamond Exercise 

../Create Interchange 

../Apply Optimization Tools and View Output 
» PASSER Ill 

../Time-Space Diagram 

../ Delay Analysis 

~~tion """""""'.Jijjj lnsWUte 
Transportation Operations Group 57 

54- Background on Diamonds 

• Two Closely Spaced Intersections 
• Flow Characteristics Very Different 

from Arterials 
,(Significant Turning Traffic 

•Types 
,rconven i 
,(Compressed (400-800 ft) 
,tTight (Less tha 400 ft) 

Transportation Operations Group 58 
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54-Background on Diamonds 
(continued) 

• Often Experience Operational 
Problems 

• Capacity Dependent On 
'~~""Splits at Both Intersections 
'~~""Queuing lback 

•TxDOT 

'~~""TTl Four-Phase 
'~~""Separate Inters ion Mode 

~~lion 
~~ IIQtiltne 

Transportation Operations Group 59 

54-NEMA Phase Numbering 
I 
I 

cj>3 cj>4 

' ' Crossing Arterial 

... overlap A (cj>l + ljl2) ... cj>6 
,. ljl l cj>5 ~ 

Overlap B (cj>5 +cj>6)-

Left Side 
Frontage/Ramp 

Right Side 
Frontage/Ramp 

Transportation Operations Group 60 
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S4-Three-Phase Operation 

Transportation OperaUons Group 

54-Four-Phase Operation 

Left Hand 
Side Exterior 

Served 

Right Hand 
Side Exterior 

Served 

Transition 

• Lead-Lead 
Phasing 

• Phase Times 
and Offset 
Calcu 

Transportation Operations Group 
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54-0ther Options 
• Separate Intersection Control 

Under Diamond Mode 
,(Restricted to Lead-Lead Phasing 
,(Can Provide Ring-lag/Offset 

•user Mod 
,(Difficu1+~a=ll 

,!flexibility of Operation 

• Use Two Controllers 

Transportation Operations Group 63 

54-Phasing Selection Guidelines 
• Conventional Diamonds 

,tThree-Piiase 
,(four-Phase Not Recommended 

• Compressed Diamonds 
,tThree-P with Short Cycl 
,( 

• Tight=n~=-""1"' 
,ifour-Piiase 
,!Three-Phase for Light Traffic 

Transportation Opet'Btlons Group 64 
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54-Diamond Exercise 
v 

'Speed = 40 mph 
• Bay Length = 300 ft 

~ JJ:;.,rtatlon 
,.,., ~ lnsrtn/1e 

Transportation Operations Group 

• All lanes 12ft 

54-Data Entry /Analysis 

• Draw Links/Define Interchange 
• Load Data 
• Select Tool and Analyze 

Transportation Operations Group 

6S 

66 
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S4-How GA Works 

• Randomly Generate Population 
• Perform Reproduction Operation 

./ Select Pairs/ Parents, and Generate 
Offspring 

./ Note Population Has Doubled 

Transportation Operations Group 

54-How GA Works rcontinuedJ 

67 

• Keep Best Half of New Population 

Parents Offspring 

===-- ' )Esxxsk! )Exssam c::=::::J-

Next 
Generation 

Transportation Operations Group 68 
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54-How GA Works rcontinuedJ 

• Stop If 
./ No Improvement Possible or 

Maximum Generations Reached 
./ Report the Best Plan 

• Else 
./ 

Transportation Operations Group 69 

54-More Tools in PASSER V 

• Volume Analysis 
• Time-Space Diagram 
• Delay Analysis 

Transportation Operations Group 70 
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Session 5: Arterial Analysis 
• Arterial Exercise 1 

v"'Load and Review Data 
v"' Apply Various Tools 
v"'Review /Interpret Output 

• Arterial Exercise 2 

» Bandwidth-constratn De ay m1m1zat1on 
»Adjusting Bands 

Transportation Operations Group 

55-Arterial Exercise 1 

Bay is 

AM 
L 79 
T 145 
R 128 
% 4 

140'1ong ------

sw ~~--
Mi litary .! ~ ___ _ ... 

11'-
13'---- - · 

Bay is 
168'long 

New Laredo 
Highway 

Bay is 
145'1ong 

Somerset 

• Assume all lanes at 
Somerset are I Z wide 

Transportation Operations Group 

! 
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55-Arterial Exercise 2 

0 ( C) ;_--~, 

! 
SH 71 BastrO;:> 

§ ~ "' ! ;::; 
~ 'f 

~ ill 
r 

0 0 (.::-1 

Transportation Operations Group 73 

55-Band vs. Efficiency 
----Total Ba~d (sec2_ -+-Total Efficiency(%) I 

:: ['. -----------------------, 50 

70 ~ I 45 

.r: 60 i ! - + 40 ii 
~ 5o 1 -~ 
~ 40 : u 
ra 1 35 liJ 
Ill 3o I 

20 

10 

30 

0 L_~-------~---------~ 25 

60 70 80 90 100 11 0 120 

Cycle Length 
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55-Delay and Attainability 
-+-Total Band (sec) ---- Total Efficiency (%) 

100 

90 

80 

70 -

60 

50 -

:: I : ==:=:: 
55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 

Transportation Operations Group 75 

S5-Tradeoffs in Performance 
-+-Total Band (sec) ---- Total Efficiency(%) 
__. Total Attainability(%) -<IE- Avg. Delay (sec/veh) 1 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 
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Session 6: Diamond and 
Adjacent Signals 

• Exercise Using Existing Data 
• Apply Various Tools 
• Review Output 

Transportation Operations Group 

S6-SH 195 Data 

• Interchange 

Transportation Operations Group 
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Session 7: Workshop 
Conclusion 

• Additional Topics and QA Session 
./Any Features Not Covered 
./Networks 

• Survey 
./Te t~liiUI~~~~ 

Transportation Operations Group 

TTI is Here to Help 
• Nadeem Chaudhary 

./ n-chaudhary@tamu.edu 

./ (979) 845-9890 
• Steve Venglar 

./ s-venglar@tamu.edu 

./ 

• 
./ (979) 845-8408 

Transportation Operations Group 
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Disclaimer 

The PASSER V program was developed under contract to the Texas Department of Transportation by the 
Texas Transportation Institute of the Texas A&M University System. It was designed for use by traffic 
engineers and other transportation professionals. Care should be taken to ensure the program package, which 
includes the user's documentation, remains intact. If the package elements become separated, program 
effectiveness may be impaired. 

Be advised that no warranty is made by the Texas Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Texas Transportation Institute, or the Texas A&M University System as to the accuracy, 
completeness, reliability, usability, or suitability of the computer program discussed herein, this training guide, 
and/ or their associated data and documentation. The guide, references to computer programs, and references 
to other literature are provided for purposes of training only. No responsibility is assumed by the above parties 
for the incorrect results or damages resulting from their use. All signal timing parameters entered into field 
devices must be examined and approved by a licensed professional engineer who is trained in the field of traffic 
engineering. 

PASSER V software and related documentation are copyrighted. This software and documentation may not 
be copied or reproduced for commercial purposes. Modifications or alterations in the meaning, intent, 
applications, or operations of the software or documentation is absolutely prohibited unless prior approval has 
been obtained from the Texas Transportation Institute. 

Trademark 

PASSER is a trademark of the Texas Transportation Institute. As such, any use of this trademark must have 
prior written approval from the Texas Transportation Institute. 

©COPYRIGHT 2000, Texas Transportation Institute, All Rights Reserved. 

Use of the PASSER trademark, software, or documentation in whole or part within the body of another work, 
except for brief citations, is prohibited. Selling or redistributing the PASSER trademark, software, or 
documentation by any person or agency other than the Texas Transportation Institute and its authorized agents 
is prohibited. 
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Traffic Theory 

The gears that turn behind the scenes in your trcifftc optimization 
siftware. 

A course on signal optimization should not begin without a discussion of the theory 
behind the tools that are used for the analysis and optimization of signals along 
arterial roadways. Chapter 1 presents this information, along with a general 
discussion of the PASSER V-03 optimization tooL The chapter concludes with a 

presentation of the different types of traffic analysis software and how these tools are 
classified based on their features. 

The materials for this course describe the procedural steps for using the PASSER V 
program to analyze intersections that: 

(1) have met the Manual on Uniform Trc!lftc Control Devices (MUTCD) [1] traffic signal 
warrants and are being signalized for the first time; or 

(2) have previously been signalized and are currendy operating in such a manner as to 
require signal timing modification or a combination of timing and geometric 
modifications. 

Background 
This section presents uniform terminology that will be used throughout the course. 
Discussion items include intersection geometries, signal phasing nomenclature, controller 
types, and modes of intersection control operation. 

Intersection Configuration 
The following figures represent very typical geometric configurations of signalized 
intersections. 

1 



0 ~ I I 
I I 

I~ 

n 
I I 

Three-leg Intersection Four-leg Intersection 

I I 

Diamond Interchange 

NEMA Phasing 
The National Electrical Manufacturer's Association (NEMA) defined a method for 
organizing phases in a dual-ring structure as part of its Traffic Signall (TSl) standard [2]. 
The phasing reference scheme and the dual-ring concept are extremely versatile and 
powerful methods for depicting intersection phasing structure. Both are shown in the figure 
below. 

Main 
Street 

Cross 
Street 

2 

Time--+ 

1.(? 2 c::::> 3 4 

sc!) 6 ¢::::J 7 cs 8 

NEMA Dual-Ring Phasing 
(leading lefts, no overlap) 

1£?1 2 c::::> 3 ¢U 4 

6 ¢::::J sc!) 8 u 7 

Main Street Lead-Lag, 
Cross Street "Split Phased" 

~ 
n 

~ 
cs 



The NEMA phase reference system can be extended for use at a diamond interchange. 
The figure below shows a common representation of the phases at a diamond 
interchange using a NEMA-like phase numbering and reference system. 

cp3 cp4 

' ' Crossing Arterial 

... Overlap A ( cp 1 + cp2) 
r cpl cps .# 

... cp6 

cp2 ..... 

Left Side 
Frontage/Ramp 

Overlap B (cpS +cp6) ..... 

cpX - NEMA Phase 

t ' cp8 

Right Side 
Frontage/Ramp 

cp7 

The number of intervals and the sequence of movements at the interchange determine the 
interchange phase pattern, or sequence. Phasing sequence names are linked to whether or 
not the interior left tum precedes, or leads, the opposing through movement on each side of 
the interchange. The four basic left-tum sequences are: 

• Lead-lead: protected left-tum movements from the interior lanes lead the opposing 
arterial movement at both intersections. 

• Lead-lag: protected left-tum movements from the interior lanes lead the opposing 
arterial movement at the left intersection and lag the opposing arterial phase at the right 
intersection. 

• Lag-lead: the mirror image of the lead-lag phasing pattern. 
• Lag-lag: protected left-tum movements from the interior lanes lag the opposing arterial 

movement at both intersections. 

In addition to alternative phasing sequences, left-tum treatments at diamond interchanges 
also vary. The interior left-tum movements may be protected only, protected plus 
permitted, or permitted only (i.e., no left-tum phase). In the permitted only case, these 
phases would not exist (i.e., their duration would be set to zero) and the interchange would 
operate with only two timed phases. This alternative is desirable if a large number of 
acceptable gaps exist in the opposing traffic stream, and sight distance is adequate. By 
allowing permitted left turns, it is possible to reduce the overall delay of the interchange by 
reducing the number of phase changes required. Permitted left turns also increase the 

3 



potential capacity of the movement by increasing the time the movement is allowed to 
proceed through the intersection. 

Interchange Phasing Strategies 
The basic diamond interchange strategies are tv.ro-phase, three-phase, and four-phase. Each 
of these strategies uses a different phasing structure to serve the traffic at the interchange. A 
discussion of the operation of each follows. 

Two-Phase 
Two-phase operation can be used at diamond interchanges operating under low traffic 
demands. The tv.ro phases from which the strategy derives its name are the arterial phase 
and the frontage road or ramp phase. In this strategy, the interior left-tum movements do 
not have a protected phase Q.e., a left-tum arrow), but proceed permissively during the 
arterial phase under a green ball indication. 

Two-phase operation is beneficial when the left-turn and/ or opposing through traffic 
volumes are light; however, sufficient sight distance must be available to the left-turning 
vehicles to determine whether it is safe to make the tum. 

Three-Phase 
For three-phase control, the three phases are the arterial phase, the ramp/frontage road 
phase, and the interior left-tum phase at each intersection. The tv.ro intersections can 
operate independently using coordination; or the intersections can be controlled by a single 
controller, thus providing a more defined relationship betv.reen the intersections. Protected 
only or protected plus permitted left-tum movements for the interior approaches are 
provided. In general, three-phase operation tends to produce less overall delay (compared to 
four-phase operation) when there is adequate space within the interchange interior to store 
queued vehicles. Three-phase operation is generally recommended for interchanges with 
moderate to high traffic volumes, wide spacing betv.reen the tv.ro intersections, and high 
through volumes on either the arterial or frontage road phases. 

As discussed in the previous section, the three-phase strategy allows for varying left-tum 
sequences, including lead-lead, lead-lag, lag-lead, and lag-lag. In the lead-lag and lag-lead 
variations of three-phase operation, heavy left-tum traffic from the right or left frontage 
roads (respectively) is allowed to progress through the interchange. Variations of the three
phase timing patterns are shown in the next figure. All of the three-phase variations shown 
have no restrictions on when phases can begin and end with respect to one another- any of 
the three phases for the left intersection can occur, in part or whole, with any of the three 
phases for the right intersection. 

Three-phase operation should generally be used when the diamond's intersections are 
spaced greater than 400 ft apart, or where the interior left-tum volumes of the interchange 
are low. With intersections spaced betv.reen 200 and 400 ft and balanced ramp traffic, three
phase or four-phase timing may be appropriate (discussed in the following section). 
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Left Intersection Right Intersection 

~ag-L...._ag_: ____ __, 

One form of three-phase timing, known as Basic three-phase, is defined as a lag-lag plan that 
has frontage road phases which are restricted to beginning and ending together. Extended 
three-phase operation is a form of Basic three-phase lag-lag operation wherein one frontage 
road movement is provided more time than the other. The next figure illustrates Basic and 
Extended three-phase diamond interchange operation. 

Basic Three-Phase 
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Four-Phase 
In four-phase control, the two intersections of the interchange are operationally treated like 
one large intersection. The four phases that give this plan its name are the two exterior 
arterial phases and the two exterior ramp/frontage road phases. Four-phase plans are 
known colloquially as either "TTI Lead" or ''TTI four-phase." Protected left turns for the 
interior movements are provided. The duration of each interior phase is determined by 
subtracting the sum of the two exterior phase times at that intersection from the cycle 
length. This phasing pattern has become the preferred phasing plan for most diamond 
interchanges with close spacing (200 - 400 ft, depending on volume), and where interior 
tum volume intensity is high. With proper splits and offsets, it allows almost all traffic 
movements to progress through the interchange (with the exception of the fixed interval 
transition portion of interior left-tum phases for frontage road U-turns). 

Four-phase operation is a lead-lead timing plan and commonly features two, fixed interval 
transitions (also known as "travel time intervals," "internal intervals" or "fixed time 
intervals," and in outdated terminology as "internal overlaps," "fixed overlaps," or "travel 
time overlaps''). These fixed interval transitions are related to the travel time between the 
two intersections. The fixed interval transitions occur when the external arterial movement 
entering one side of the interchange occurs simultaneously with the frontage road 
movement of the other side. The spacing of the interchange allows these movements to be 
timed together for a duration no greater than the travel time between the two intersections 
of the interchange. 

Four-phase operation with two, fixed interval transition timing is common for interchanges 
with an intersection spacing of less than 200 ft and for interchanges with a spacing of 
between 200 and 400 ft that experience heavy, unbalanced ramp traffic. The phasing 
sequence is fixed by the strategy. 

Left Hand 
Side Exterior 

Served 
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Controller Types 
As electronics and computer technologies have continued to evolve over time, these 
advancements have carried over into traffic signal controller technology to produce more 
reliable, flexible, and functional devices. Five general types of controllers are described 
below. 

1. Electromechanical. These devices use synchronous motors and cams to open and 
close electronic circuits that govern the signal indications at an intersection. They are 
pin programmable for such variables as cycle length and phase split; they provide the 
engineer with the capability of changing cycle length, split, and offset (C/S/0); and they 
can accommodate changing C/S/0 by time of day. Though electromechanical 
controllers can still be found in the field today, they should be considered 
technologically obsolete and replaced ·with modem, solid state controllers. 

2. Type 170. 170 controllers are based on a hardware equipment specification jointly 
developed by the states of California and New York. Buying a Type 170 controller is 
like buying a personal computer you get a standard piece of electronics, but you have 
to buy software to make it do something useful. Several national vendors provide a 
range of software for the 170. Type 170 controllers have proven extremely reliable and 
flexible over time, but the technology ~.e., eight-bit microprocessor) is over 20 years old. 
Some vendors offer updated programmable read-only memory (PROM) cards for the 
170 that add more memory (i.e., more timing plans, more functions) and newer 
processors with the simple exchange of a circuit board plug-in module. 

3. NEMA TS1 and TS2. The N&\:IA TS 1 standard came about roughly in the same time 
frame as the original Type 170 specification. Unlike the 170 specification, the TSl 
standard defined the functionality (i.e., what the controller device was supposed to do 
and what features it was required to have) of the controller device rather than the 
equipment. The TS1 also standardized cabinet wiring and harnesses, added a conflict 
monitor ~.e., a cabinet '~atchdog" device), and developed a uniform phase reference. 
NEMA TS1 compatible controllers have evolved over time because manufacturers were 
able to use new microprocessors and expanded memory to fulfill TS 1 functional 
requirements, and each manufacturer was able to add additional functionality (i.e., closed 
loop system) to make their products more marketable. Unfortunately, each 
manufacturer pursued functionality outside of the TS 1 standard differently, and this 
"higher tier" of functionality is not compatible across manufacturers. The TS2 standard 
[3] is a major leap in the modernization of the TS 1 for current electronics technology. 
Cabinet communications no longer take place using discrete electronic signals over 
hundreds of wires, but over a communications bus. The conflict monitor of the TS1 
has been replaced by a much more powerful programmable malfunction management 
unit, and detection, coordination, and preemption capabilities have been enhanced. 

4. Texas Diamond Controller. The State of Texas has continuous frontage roads along 
most of its interstate and urban freeway mileage. Because of this roadway feature, the 
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diamond interchange is a popular interchange treatment for junctions of grade-separated 
facilities with major and minor arterials. To cope with operating the many interchange 
geometries and signal orientations at these crossings, the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxD01) developed a specification [4] for a signal controller device that 
was capable of operating in two of the most versatile phasing sequences common at 
diamond interchanges. Controllers that meet the TxDOT Diamond Specification are 
programmed with settings for operation in the Basic three-phase, lag-lag pattern and the 
TTI four-phase strategy. 

5. Advanced Traffic Controller (ATC), Type 2070. Like the Type 170, the 2070 is a 
specification for a piece of electronic equipment. Unlike the 170, the 2070 is an open 
architecture device that has expansion bays for adding processing power and memory 
for device functionality that can pass far beyond simple traffic control. Third party 
software must still be purchased to run on the 2070 in order to provide traffic control 
functions. However, additional cards can be added to the 2070 to accomplish any 
number of objectives, including ramp metering contra~ video camera control and 
detection, changeable message sign control, etc. The 2070 is also envisioned as a device 
that will make use of the National Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol 
(NTCIP) so that devices from multiple manufacturers are 100 percent compatible with 
one another in terms of device-to-device communications. 

Modes of Control 
All modem controllers are capable of operating in one of three modes: pretimed, semi
actuated, or fully actuated. Choice of mode is dependent on a variety of considerations, 
including availability of communications infrastructure (wireline or wireless), traffic flow 
characteristics at the site, intersection spacing, detector placement, and detector 
maintenance. Discussed below are descriptions, conditions for application, and common 
examples of each mode of controller operation. 

1. Pretimed. As the name implies, pretimed control is fixed in terms of cycle length and 
phase split. Once programmed, the same order and duration of phase indications will 
occur at the intersection until the controller settings are manually reprogrammed, or 
another set of fixed duration settings is selected by time-of-day or day-of
week/month/year. This mode is not traffic responsive ~.e., uses no detectors), but it 
can be used in coordinated systems along arterials or in network systems. One common 
system application of pretimed controllers is in a closed loop system that does not use 
detectors. Pretimed operation tends to be most effective where there is little or no 
traffic growth and traffic patterns are regular and predictable. Downtowns and smaller 
towns not experiencing growth are typical locations for effective pretimed operation. 

2. Semi-actuated. Semi-actuated, or coordinated actuated, operation uses detectors on 
non-coordinated phases to offer more flexible use of green time than is possible in 
pretimed operation. A fixed cycle length is still in force and the main street's through 
movements are also "fixed" with respect to when they must be present in the 
background cycle. However, the main street's left-tum phases and the crossing street's 
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through and left-tum phases can all be skippe~ shortened, or lengthened in comparison 
to pretimed operation, depending on demand. Unfortunately, this added degree of 
freedom in managing green time is obtained by the use of detectors, which must be 
installed, wired back to the cabinet, and maintained. Semi-actuated operation along an 
arterial roadway managed by a dosed loop system and monitored by agency staff is a 
practical goal for state-of-the-practice signal control. Semi-actuated operation is most 
appropriate along arterials that have a high volume with respect to crossing roadways. 
Moderate changes in volume and traffic flow pattern are easily accommodated. 

3. Fully Actuated. Intersections operating in fully actuated mode have no background 
cycle length. Phase durations (splits) are determined by the number of vehicles that pass 
through the detection zones of traffic detectors. A minimum and maximum time are set 
for each phase. The first vehicle in the queue (at the stop bar) guarantees that the 
minimum time will be given to the phase. Subsequent detections extend the phase for a 
given amount of time up until the maximum, where green will go to the next conflicting 
phase that has a detector call. If the maximum time is reached and no vehicles are 
waiting on conflicting phases, green remains on the first phase ~.e., past the maximum 
time) until a detection on another phase occurs. One critical aspect of fully actuated 
operation is the maintenance of detectors if the detectors do not work, green time 
does not show on phases where vehicles are waiting and drivers become frustrated. 
This mode is appropriate where traffic volumes and patterns are reasonably to highly 
variable, where intersections are isolated o.e., far away from other signalized 
intersections), or where volumes are light and quick response to a vehicle detection is 
desired. 

Diamond interchanges operating in fully actuated mode also have no background cycle 
length. In fact, one of the advantages of a single controller for diamond interchanges is the 
ability to operate in a fully actuated mode, without the need for a background cycle length. 
Fully actuated traffic control is more adaptable to the traffic conditions that exist. Actuated 
controllers are able to adjust phase lengths based on the traffic demand that is sensed by 
detectors. Detectors such as inductive loops or video imaging systems communicate the 
status of the detector to the controller, and logic within the controller determines whether to 
continue the phase or reduce the time allotted to that particular phase. Detection systems 
and detector locations for the interchange can vary based on the type of phasing [5]. 

Theory 
Traffic engineering theory supports the methods and procedures for all traffic engineering 
analysis software. The Highway Capacity Software (HCS), for instance, is a software 
encoded version of the major analysis procedures described in the Highwg Capacity Manual 
(HCM) [6]. PASSER V incorporates a range of traffic engineering, optimization, and 
queuing theories. Basic elements and definitions, taken from the T rciffic Engineering Handbook 
[7] and Trciffic Engineering [8], are presented here to assist in understanding the PASSER V 
program. 
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Saturation Flow Rate 
One of the most fundamental aspects of traffic engineering is the response to the question, 
"How much traffic can this road accommodate?" The saturation flow rate defines the 
amount of traffic flow that can travel past a point in vehicles per hour green (vphg). The 
ideal rate is up to the analyst and depends on local driver behavior, but a rate of 1900 
pcphgpl (passenger cars per hour green per lane) is common. The ideal rate is reduced 
based on local conditions, which are accounted for by the use of factors. The overall 
equation is: 

where: s 

So 

N 

fw 

fHv 

fg 

fp 

fbb 

fa 

fLu 

fLr 

fRr 

fLpb 

fRpb 

= actual saturation flow rate for lane group, in vphg 
= ideal saturation flow rate per lane, usually 2000 2200 pcphgpl 

number of lanes in the lane group 

adjustment factor for lane width 

adjustment factor for heavy vehicles 

adjustment factor for grade 

adjustment factor for adjacent parking lane and parking activity 

adjustment factor for local bus stopping 

adjustment factor for area type 

adjustment factor for lane utilization 

adjustment factor for left turns in lane group 

adjustment factor for right turns in lane group 

pedestrian-bicycle adjustment factor for left turns 

= pedestrian-bicycle adjustment factor for right turns 

The HCM [6] is the primary source for information about saturation flow rate adjustment 
factors. 

Key Point: The calculation of appropriate saturation flow rates is essential 
to performing an analysis that will produce reliable results. Saturation flow 
rates are a key element of most manual and computerized forms of traffic 
engineering analyses, including PASSER V. 

Webster's Equation 
F.V. Webster developed an equation that approximates the minimum delay cycle length for 
an intersection. 
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where: Co = optimum cycle length in seconds 
L = lost time per cycle, generally the sum of the total yellow and all red 

clearance per cycle, in seconds 
}j = volume divided by saturation flow for the critical approach in phase i 
n = subscript for each phase 

The figure below, reproduced from the Trtf!fic Engineering Handbook [7], highlights an essential 
result that is derived from the use of Webster's equation. 
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Key Point: A range of cycle lengths will produce good intersection 
operations; the flexibility provided by the range can be used to provide 
extra green time to left turns or critical through movements. 

Minimum Green Time 
In either pretimed, semi-actuated, or actuated mode of operation, each phase at an 
intersection or a diamond interchange must be programmed with a minimum green time. 
The minimum time is determined based on a number of considerations, including the mode 
of controller and phase operation, the presence and location of detectors on the approach 
served by the phase, and the responsiveness of motorists using the facility. 

In pretimed operation in its most simple form, the minimum green time and maximum 
green time for each phase can be set to the same value to guarantee the display of a phase of 
uniform length from cycle to cycle. In these cases, the minimum green is based on the 
timing requirements for the maximum green time Q.e., the traffic demand using the phase, 
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pedestrian times, and phasing requirements for all phases). However, it must be pointed out 
that setting the minimum and maximum green times to the same values eliminates phasing 
flexibility. A preferred method for establishing pretimed control is to set the minimum 
green time accordingly to normal agency practices and set the maximum time (Max 1) equal 
to the desired duration of the green time portion for each phase. Then, the phase is set to 
maximum recall (recall to max. green time) and, along with all other phases set the same way, 
constitutes the pretimed cycle length. This operation allows flexibility since the maximum 
can be changed easily as the peak/ off-peak timing plan changes, and the alternate maximum 
time (M:ax 2) can be called by time of day for phase time adjustments if necessary. 

For actuated control (and this should be checked for pretimed operation as well), the 
minimum green time will always have a lower bound. It must be at least sufficiently long to 
allow motorists to recognize that the signal has gone to green and begin responding to the 
green signal indication (i.e., remove brake and begin accelerating). :Minimum green times are 
governed by the practices of the responsible agency, but usually vary from 5 to 7 seconds. 

Controllers operating in either semi-actuated or fully actuated mode make more direct use of 
the minimum green time programmed into the controller for each phase. In either of these 
actuated modes, the minimum green time is the minimum length of time that a green 
indication will be displayed for each phase. The duration of the minimum green is usually 
based on the location of the detectors that service the phase, where the minimum green is 
adequate to serve all vehicles located between the stop bar and the detector location (which 
is usually set back from the intersection/ stop bar). Some controller devices also offer 
variable initial (i.e., variable minimum green), which bases the duration of the minimum 
green on the amount of green time required to serve the number of vehicles that have 
crossed the detector before that phase becomes green. When variable initial is used, there is 
an absolute minimum green which must remain present, but the minimum green time can 
be extended up to the maximum initial (i.e., longest minimum green time). 

Minimum green times are an especially important consideration at diamond interchanges 
because of phasing complexity and controller programming required to ensure proper and 
appropriate operation. Some diamond interchange phasing sequences, especially TTI four
phase operation, require that multiple phases be used to serve some (or perhaps, all, 
depending on controller configuration) interchange traffic movements. This is 
accomplished by using overlaps, which allow multiple phases to cause a green indication to 
be displayed for the traffic movement for which the overlap is programmed. The overlap 
will maintain a green indication for a movement during the green time, yellow change 
interval, and red clearance interval of the first serviced phase within the overlap if the 
following phase(s) are also programmed to be a part of the overlap. However, in all 
diamond phasing sequences that operate in semi-actuated and/ or fully actuated mode, it 
may be possible to skip any or all of the phases programmed to be part of the overlap. 
Thus, it is critical that each phase, whether it is part of an overlap or not, be programmed 
with adequate minimum green time, yellow change interval, and red clearance interval for 
the appropriate approach and movement. In practical implementation, this may mean that 
the interchange's cycle length must be lengthened slightly to provide all phases with a 
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nurumum green and clearance times. When implementing output and t::untng 
recommendations from the PASSER V -03 program, it may be necessary to extend certain 
phase times (and, thus the cycle length) to ensure that all phases (whether they compose an 
overlap or not) are provided with adequate and appropriate minimum green times, yellow 
change intervals, and red clearance intervals. 

Yellow Change + Red Clearance 
Phase termination before the start of a conflicting phase is always accomplished using a 
transition period that is composed of the yellow change interval plus the red clearance 
interval. Different agencies have different rules governing how these periods are computed, 
and in some cases all red clearance times are set to zero. NEMA also influences phasing 
behavior within controller devices that meet its standard by requiting that all phases have a 
yellow change interval of at least 3 seconds [2]. The following equations from the Trciffic 
Engjneering Handbook [7] present means for computing the yellow change and red clearance 
times, respectively. 

v 
y = t+ 2a+2Gg 1) 

where: y length of the yellow interval, to the nearest 0.1 second 
t driver perception/ reaction time, recommended as 1.0 second 
v = velocity of approaching vehicle, in feet/ second 
a deceleration rate, recommended as 10 feet/ second2 

G = acceleration due to gravity, 32 feet/ second2 

g = grade of approach, decimal format (0.02 for 2%, downhill is negative) 

where: r -

W= 

p 

L 
V= 

W+L 
2) r = v 

p 
3) r -

v 
P+L 

4) r = v 

length of red clearance interval, to the nearest 0.1 second 
width of intersection, in feet, measured from the near-side stop 
line to the far edge of the conflicting traffic lane along the vehicle 
path 
width of intersection, in feet, measured from the near-side stop 
line to the far side of the farthest conflicting pedestrian crosswalk 
along the actual vehicle path 
length of vehicle, recommended as 20 feet 
speed of vehicle through the intersection, in feet/ second 
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Red clearance equations depend on the type of application, where the Trcifjic Engineering 
Handbook [7] states that it is recommended to use Equation 2 where there are no pedestrians. 
Equation 3 or 4 (whichever is longer) is used where there is the probability of pedestrians 
crossing, and Equation 4 where there is significant pedestrian traffic or pedestrian signals 
that protect the crosswalk. 

Appropriate detector placement combined with appropriate yellow and the red clearance 
time ensures that motorists are not trapped in a "dilemma zone." The dilemma zone is a 
point where a driver cannot stop at a reasonable rate of deceleration and where the same 
driver cannot pass through the intersection within the yellow time allotted. The red 
clearance interval is primarily a tool to avoid displaying unusually long yellow times. For 
more information, see Trcifjic Engineering [8]. 

The following tables, reproduced from an Institute of Transportation Engineers 
informational report [9], provide yellow change intervals and red clearance intervals for 
various combinations of speed, grade, and intersection approach width. Note that a red 
clearance interval may be used to meet the required time shown in the first table when the 
maximum length of the yellow change interval is set at 5.0 seconds. 

Yellow Change Interval Lengths (in seconds) 

I 
85th Grade of Approach 

Percentile Uphill Level Downhill 
Speed 

' mph (k:m/h) 
+4% +3% +2% +1% -1% -2% -3% -4% 

25 (40) 2.63 2.68 2.73 2.78 2.84 2.90 2.96 3.03 3.11 
35 (56) 3.28 3.35 3.42 3.49 3.57 3.56 3.75 3.85 3.95 
45 (72) 3.93 4.02 4.11 4.20 4.31 4.42 4.54 4.66 4.80 
55 (88) 4.58 4.69 4.80 4.92 5.04 5.18 5.32 5.47 5.64 

65 (104) 5.23 5.35 5.49 5.63 5.78 5.94 6.11 6.29 6.48 

Red Clearance Interval Lengths Using Equation 2 (in seconds) 

i 
85th Width of Approach 

Percentile Feet (meters) 
Speed 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 

mph (k:m/h) (6) (9) (12) (15) (18) (21) (24) (27) (30) (33) (36) 
25 (40) 1.09 1.36 1.63 1.90 2.18 2.45 2.72 2.99 3.27 3.54 3.81 
35 (56) 0.78 0.97 1.17 1.36 1.55 1.75 1.94 2.14 2.33 2.53 2.72 
45 (72) 0.60 0.76 0.91 1.06 1.21 1.35 1.51 1.66 1.81 1.97 2.12 
55 (88) 0.49 0.62 0.74 0.87 0.99 1.11 1.24 1.36 1.48 1.61 ~ 65(104) 0.42 0.52 0.63 0.73 0.84 0.94 1.05 1.15 1.26 1.36 
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Key Point: Combining the equation for yellow change interval and the appropriate 
equation for red clearance time (see discussion) ensures that motorists are not 
trapped in a "dilemma zone." The dilemma zone is defined as a point where a driver 
cannot stop at a reasonable rate of deceleration and where the same driver cannot 
pass through the intersection within the yellow time allotted. The use of the red 
clearance interval is primarily a tool to avoid displaying unusually long yellow times. 
For more information, see Traffic EnJ!,ineerinJ!. f8l. 

Pedestrian Treatment 
The MUTCD [1] states that under normal conditions the WALK interval should be at least 
7 seconds. In addition, the MUTCD indicates that the minimum pedestrian walking 
distance to be used in computing pedestrian green requirements is the curb to curb distance 
beyond the farthest traveled lane (see distance D4 in the figure below). The distance 
pedestrians must travel to cross the intersection is the main criteria for selection of a 
minimum pedestrian time at the intersection. The figure shows the various points from 
which distances for pedestrian walking distance have historically been computed. 
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Once an appropriate distance is selected, Equation 5 is used to compute pedestrian time. 

P d 
Distance 

Gp= e · +---
mm W 

where: Gp = pedestrian time 

5) 

Pedmin = minimum pedestrian "WALK" display, varies by agency 
Distance = distance measured in feet, using appropriate distance (D3, 

D 4) from above figure, with D 4 being the minimum 
W walking speed in feet/ second; 3.5 and 4.0 are commonly 

used; when pedestrian speeds are lower (school age, elderly 
or handicapped pedestrians), speeds should be reduced 
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The next figure relates how the pedestrian time minimums may influence signal timing 
where the minimum time required for vehicles is shorter than the minimum time 
required for pedestrians. 
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' "WALK" I Flashing "l20N 'T WALK" I (Minimum Pedestrian Time Controls) 

It is important to consider that if pedestrian push buttons are not present and pedestrian 
activity is probable, the minimum green + yellow + all red displayed for the through phase 
must be at least as long as the minimum pedestrian time, GP, of the parallel pedestrian 
movement. When push buttons are present, the pedestrian "WALK" and flashing 
''DON'T WALK" times entered into the controller are subject to the same minimum 
requirements presented and calculated in this section. If computed pedestrian minimums 
are longer than vehicular minimums, the longer of the two minimums will control and 
should be entered. Some jurisdictions allow timing the pedestrian flashing "DON'T 
W AIK" interval to time concurrently with vehicular clearance times; others do not. 

Key Point: If pedestrian push buttons are not present and pedestrian activity 
is probable, the minimum green + yellow + all red displayed for the through 
phase must be at least as long as the minimum pedestrian green time, GP, of 
the parallel pedestrian movement. When push buttons are present, the 
pedestrian ''WALK" and "DON'T WALK" times entered into the controller 
are subject to the same minimum requirements presented and calculated in 
this section of the training guide. If computed pedestrian minimums are 
longer than vehicular minimums, the longer of the two minimums will 
control and should be entered. 
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Traffic Detection 
In either semi-actuated or actuated modes of operation, signal controllers require 
information about traffic approaching the intersection or interchange. Devices, known as 
detectors, provide this input to the signal controller. A variety of detectors are applicable, 
but the most common is the inductive loop detector, or simply "loop." The loop itself is 
two or three turns (depending on loop length and environment) of wire placed in a sawcut 
in the pavement along the approach to the intersection/interchange. Wire leaders connect 
the loop to an amplifier, which is then connected to the controller. Loops and/ or loop 
systems can be designed to cover multiple approach lanes. 

Depending on approach speed, single or multiple loops may be used within a lane. 
Detectors can be operated in either presence or pulse mode. In presence mode, the 
amplifier sends the controller a "call" at all times when a vehicle is detected over the loop. 
In pulse mode, a short detection is sent to the controller following a vehicle arrival at the 
loop. At virtually all signalized intersections, detectors are operated in presence mode. 

Another feature of detector operation is that detection can be set in locking and non-locking 
memory modes. Under locking memory, a detection call is "remembered" by the controller 
until the phase called by that detection is serviced. Under non-locking memory, the 
controller only registers a call when a vehicle is over the sensor. An example of the 
usefulness of this mode is right tum on red (RTOR) situations, where the vehicle is 
effectively "forgotten" if it is able to make a safe RTOR maneuver. 

Detector layout for common signalized intersections is covered in the Trqffic Control .Vstems 
Handbook [10] and the Trqffic Detector Handbook [11]. However, there are few existing 
references to detector layout for signalized diamond interchanges. Thus, the system 
employed by TxDOT is presented here for common detector placements for the three- and 
four-phase control patterns. 

Three-Phase Control 
The operational practices for use with three-phase control are presented below. A long (i.e., 
6 ft X 40 ft) rectangular shaped inductive loop detector is used in the interior of the 
interchange for left turns. The through lanes are equipped with 6 ft x 6 ft loop detectors 
spaced 200 ft in advance of the stop bar. The placement of the detectors along the arterial 
and frontage road/ramp approaches is dependent on speed. Stop bar detection is made 
possible by a 6 ft x 40 ft loop in each lane. Stop bar detection is augmented by advance 
detectors (usually measuring 6 ft X 6 ft) placed in each lane. The advance detection 
placement is dictated by the speed of approaching traffic. The table below shows setback 
distances that have been computed for use with 6 ft X 40 ft stop bar loops under a three
phase control strategy. The figure below the table illustrates the resulting detector layout for 
a diamond interchange under three-phase control. 
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Speed First Setback Second Setback Third Setback Passage 
(mph) Loop Distance, S1 Loop Distance, S2 Loop Distance, S3 Time 

(ft) (ft) (ft) (sec) 

30 100 n/a n/a 2to3 

35 135 n/a n/a 2 to 3 

40 170 n/a n/a 2 to 3 

45 210 330 n/a 2.0 

50 220 350 n/a 2.0 

55 225 320 415 1.2 
Note: All setbacks m this table are for use Wltb 6 ft X 40 ft stop bar loop. 
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The detector placement is slightly different for diamond interchanges under four-phase 
control Arterial detector placement is based on the same logic used above, advance 
detectors supplemented with stop bar detection to ensure phase calls for stopped vehicles. 
Frontage road/ ramp detector placement is dependent on clearance times and travel times 
\\ti.thin the interchange. The following procedure (illustrated in the next figure) can be used 
to calculate the setback distances for frontage loops. 
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where (calculated in the given order): 
(a) = 0; For this example, consider (a) at time zero 
(b) (a) +gap time for ~4 
(c) = (b) + ~5 yellow time 
(d) = (c) + ~5 red dearance time 
(h) = (d) +measured travel time (from ~6 (right) to next (left) 

intersection) 
~ (h) - buffer time (between frontage road phase & interior green, 

usu. 2-4 sec) 
(f) = ~ red clearance for (left) frontage road 
(e) = (f)- yellow time for (left) frontage road 

Following these calculations, the travel time from the setback detector to the ramp stop bar 
is calculated as (e) minus (a). The detector setback distance is computed as this travel time 
multiplied by the speed on the frontage road/ ramp (in feet per second). If desired, 2 
seconds can be added to the travel time (ie., frontage road vehicle will be 2 seconds behind 
the stop bar at the onset of yellow) to improve operational efficiency and reduce cycle 
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length. The next figure shows a typical detector setup for a diamond interchange operating 
under four-phase control. If detector setback is compromised for practical considerations, it 
is important to have good gap settings and maximum times for efficiency. 
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Both the three-phase and four-phase detector placement procedures must be calibrated 
based on site specific features. An additional feature of Tx.DOTs detector plans for 
interchanges is that the 6 ft X 40 ft stop bar loops may be "turned off' after: (1) the 
approach receives a green indication, (2) the detectors experience a gap of (usually) greater 
than 0.5 second, and (3) the other intersection's arterial phase has a detection. This 
procedure, known as detector switching, effectively uses the stop bar detectors to call the 
phase, and then turns them off so that the setback detectors can efficiently extend the phase. 
Without detector switching, the stop bar detectors unnecessarily extend the green beyond 
the time required to clear the platoon. 

Safety Considerations 

Yellow Trap 
An important safety issue emerges for agencies considering using protected-permissive, also 
known as exclusive-permissive, phasing under phasing operations where left turns are in a 
lead-lag configuration ~.e., either NEMA phase 1 or 5 leads while the other lags). In a lead
lag situation with protected-permissive phasing, the normal sequence of indications for the 
primary arterial begins with the display of the leading left protected turn and its 
corresponding through+right "green ball" indication. The protected turn then terminates 
through the appropriate clearance indication and becomes a permissive left tum (where the 
leading left turners must now find gaps in the opposing through traffic stream, which has 
just received its "green ball" indication). 
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Note that using limited-visibility, or programmable, signal heads can also be used to alleviate 
the yellow trap situation. By not allowing left -turning vehicles to see the signal indications 
for their associated through movement, and vice-versa, potential driver error regarding the 
assumption that the opposing (through) phase is ending can be minimized. Note that the 
2003 MUTCD prohibits the display of signal indications that create the ''yellow 
trap" situation. 

Driver Expectancy at Diamond Interchanges 
When developing diamond interchange timing plans, it is essential to consider the 
environment in which the interchange is located. If you are developing a new timing plan 
for an interchange that is located along a freeway and all other interchanges along that 
freeway are operating using a Til four-phase strategy, driver expectancy develops. 
Essentially, drivers will expect this interchange to operate similarly to the other interchanges 
along this freeway (and maybe even in this entire section of the city, if most interchanges 
operate in a Til four-phase mode). In this instance, there is the expectation that vehicles 
departing the arterial approach to go through to the other side of the interchange will receive 
a green through and left-tum arrow when they reach the other intersection. Also, motorists 
turning left from the frontage road on green (with the exception of some U-turning vehicles) 
expect to be able to travel through the interchange without stopping again. 

Where the controllers at two or more separate intersections are coordinated for traffic 
progression, coordination may get out of step, or fall out of synchronization, during cycle
by-cycle resynchronization, during a transition from one timing plan to another, during 
some pedestrian service calls, and during preemption. As the controllers attempt to regain 
coordination, shorter or longer phase times may be displayed for some phases, causing 
driver expectancy issues. This type of driver expectancy is mainly an issue for closely spaced 
intersections where signal heads may have visibility issues and drivers "expect'' a certain 
operation/timing. This effect is intensified (and some additional controller limitations may 
impact operations) when the dual controllers managing the diamond are coordinated with 
other intersection and/ or interchange controllers. All transition and coordination impacts 
must be thoroughly investigated by the traffic engineer developing the plan. 

If the features of the timing plan that is to be implemented are significantly different than 
other interchanges in the area of the study interchange, serious thought should be given to 
all driver expectancy issues. It is significant to note that the closer the interchange spacing, 
the greater the driver expectation of green in the interchange interior. If driver expectation 
issues cannot be avoided, temporary signing should be displayed to indicate that signal 
operation at the interchange has been altered. As with all signal timing plan development 
issues, examination of driver expectation issues and Qf necessary) countermeasures must be 
studied in depth, approved, and implemented by licensed civil (traffic) engineers and staff. 

Split Phasing 
A technique known as split phasing can be used where left-turn paths from opposing 
directions on a roadway (usually, on the cross street) overlap within the signalized 
intersection. Split phasing allows both movements from one cross street approach (say 
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phase 3 for the left turn and phase 8 for the through movement) to be fully serviced, and 
terminate together, before beginning the phases for the opposing cross street approach (say 
phases 4 and 7). In field implementation, this is most readily accomplished by wiring one 
cross street approach's left-tum and through signal heads to the phase 4 output and the 
other cross street approach's left and through signal heads to the phase 8 output. Then, the 
controller is programmed so that phase 4 and phase 8 are exclusive (i.e., cannot be timed 
together). Alternatively, one cross street approach's signal heads geft and through) can be 
driven by controller phase 3 and the opposing approach's signal heads geft and through) can 
be driven by phase 4. In this operation, the internal phase order within the controller will 
prevent phase 3 and phase 4 from timing simultaneously. In either case (l.e., using phases 3 
and 8 or phases 3 and 4), the conflict monitor/malfunction management unit is 
programmed so that phases 3 and 8 (or phases 3 and 4) cannot be timed simultaneously. 

Other Safety Issues 
A variety of other influences or specialized treatments may impact signalized operations. 
The prevalence of signal preemption devices or Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
technologies may require special consideration. Specialized traffic engineers, who 
understand the specific standards and guidelines required for installation, install many of 
these special configurations for dealing with these circumstances. These circumstances 
include railroad preemption if the intersection/interchange is adjacent to a railroad grade 
crossing, fire and/ or emergency medical service (EMS) priority treatment, and bus transit 
and/ or rail transit priority treatments. ITS technology (for instance, changeable lane 
assignment signs controlled by the traffic signal controller) is less prevalent and may also 
require special modifications to standard timing procedures developed within this guide. 

Analysis Tools 
A number of computer programs are available to assist in the analysis and coordination of 
traffic signals on an arterial. All of these programs are based on the abstraction of reality and 
have their inherent weaknesses and strengths. In this section we provide a description of the 
most commonly used programs for analyzing and optimizing signal timings. We begin by 
describing key concepts needed to better understand these programs. 

Traffic analysis software may contain one or both of the following modules: 

• a traffic simulation model, also called a traffic model; and 

• an optimization model. 

These two types of models are described in the following subsections. 

Traffic Signal Analysis Models 

A traffic model takes traffic volumes, geometric information for the facility, and a complete 
description of a traffic control plan as input. Then, it evaluates or simulates the described 
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scenario and outputs measures of effectiveness (MOEs). Typical MOEs include: average or 
total delay, number of stops, fuel consumption, bandwidth efficiency, average or maximum 
queues, etc. Most models provide an estimate of several, if not all, MOEs. One method of 
model classification is the primary MOE estimated by the model. The two main types of 
models are delay-based and bandwidth-based. Furthermore, the level of detail or abstraction 
used by a model is another classification method. There are three common types of traffic 
models based on the latter classification: microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic. 

Microscopic Traffic Models 
Microscopic traffic models provide the most detailed analysis by simulating the behavior 
(acceleration, deceleration, car-following, lane changing, etc.) of individual vehicles in the 
traffic stream. In general, these models are also stochastic in nature and rely on a random 
number generator that uses a seed value to generate values of various parameters during 
simulation. To obtain another sample, the user must change the seed value and re-run the 
simulation. Running the simulation with different random number seeds is equivalent to 
collecting random samples of data, similar to collecting data for a peak period over several 
consecutive days. Due to the level of detail simulated, these models require the maximum 
amount of data and are the most computationally intense. 

Mesoscopic Traffic Models 
These models simulate traffic flow in specified time steps, and they are usually deterministic 
in nature. The time step can be 1 second, 2 seconds, or higher. For each time step, these 
models estimate the flow of traffic entering a link, traveling downstream, stopping due to a 
red light, and moving again when the light turns green. Some of these models also account 
for platoon dispersion as vehicles travel from one point to a downstream point in space. 
Mesoscopic models can be further classified as link-based or time-based. link-based models 
simulate traffic flow one link at a time for all time steps in a signal cycle. These models treat 
a queue of vehicles at the signal approach as an upward stack. As a result, all vehicles arriving 
during red travel to the stop bar and join a vertical (upward stack) queue. Link-based 
models cannot account for queue spillback because they do not keep track of the back of 
the queue. In addition, they may allow more vehicles to stack in a queue than a link's storage 
capacity. Thus, these models are not suitable for congested conditions or for short links 
where sub-optimal timing may cause queues to block flow from the upstream signal. Step
based models, on the other hand, simulate traffic flow on all links at each time step. These 
models can accurately account for the behavior of queued traffic and traffic flow interactions 
between adjacent links, and they are better suited for all types of traffic conditions in signal 
systems. The down side is that they are also more intense from a computational point of 
view. Also, the accuracy of these models may depend on the number of cycles simulated. 

Macroscopic Traffic Models 
Models in this category simulate the cycle-by-cycle behavior of platoons of traffic at each 
link in the system and are deterministic in nature. These models may or may not account for 
platoon dispersion. Macroscopic models treat a queue of vehicles at an approach as an 
upward stack. Thus, they are accurate only for undersaturated flow conditions. Because of 
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their simplistic nature, macroscopic models are the most efficient from a computational 
point of view. 

Optimization Models and Search Algorithms 

As mentioned earlier, traffic models simulate a given set of traffic and control conditions. In 
other words, they are able to tell only how good or bad a given scenario is. Optimization 
and search algorithms are techniques that systematically generate scenarios, compare their 
fitness or objective function value (i.e., delay, bandwidth efficiency, throughput, etc.) 
obtained by using a simulation or analytic model, and select the best scenario based on a 
predetermined criterion. For instance, if delay minimization is the desired objective, the 
primary fitness value will be the delay to motorists resulting from a specific scenario. Such an 
optimization model will evaluate the delay value for each alternative timing plan and select 
the timing plan that results in the least amount of delay. In other words, search algorithms 
are "wrappers" around traffic simulation or analytic models to provide the optimization 
function. Search algorithms can be simple or extremely sophisticated. Some of the common 
search algorithms are described below. 

Exhaustive Search Algorithms 
As the name implies, these algorithms calculate and compare the selected fitness values for 
all possible signal timing scenarios. It should be noted that there can be millions of such 
combinations of signal timing parameters depending on the size of the facility and how 
many variables are to be optimized simultaneously. Thus, exhaustive search may require 
hours of computer time. Unless a model is designed for small facilities, the sheer number of 
possible scenarios usually requires the use of a divide-and-conquer strategy. For instance, 
computational time can be drastically reduced by stage-wise optimization of each variable 
instead of all variables simultaneously and/ or by using a simple analytic or simulation modeL 
Such strategies increase computational efficiency by sacrificing accuracy. The positive feature 
of exhaustive algorithms is that full information is available for each scenario analyzed. Most 
optimization algorithms use some level of exhaustive search combined with other search 
algorithms. 

Hill-Climbing Algorithm 
A hill-climbing (or valley descent) algorithm starts with a base scenario specified by the user, 
selected by the program using a fixed criterion, or selected randomly. Then, it selects a 
variable to be optimized (i.e., offset, cycle length, etc.) and creates two additional scenarios 
for this variable, one by increasing the values of that variable and the other by decreasing the 
value. Initially, the value of the selected variable is increased or decreased by a specified 
amount called the step size. Following this, the algorithm uses a traffic simulator to calculate 
the fitness values for each of the two new scenarios and compares them with the base 
scenario. These evaluations identify the two best scenarios and, consequently, a direction of 
further search. For instance, if increasing the value of the selected variable resulted in a 
better fitness value, the search algorithm will mark this new scenario as the current best and 
continue searching in the direction of increasing values for the variable. In the next iteration, 
the search algorithm generates a new scenario by increasing or decreasing the value of the 
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selected variable in the selected search direction, calculating the new fitness value, and 
comparing it with the two current best values. The algorithm continues in this manner until 
the fitness value for the new scenario ceases to be better than the current best. Hill-climbing 
methods guarantee optimal solutions only when the function to be optimized is unimodal 
(has one peak or valley). For multi-modal functions, the hill-climbing method may terminate 
with a sub-optimal solution depending on how good the base scenario is. Most 
implementations of hill-climbing algorithms use sophisticated techniques, such as a variable 
step size, to speed up the search process. 

Mathematical Programming Techniques 
Mathematical programming techniques, such as linear- and integer-programming, require a 
complete specification of the objective (fitness) function along with all the applicable 
constraints of the traffic model in mathematical form (equations and/ or inequalities). These 
techniques are based on systematic procedures (programs) that are designed to search a 
small subset of all possible scenarios in an intelligent manner. Mathematical programming 
techniques are applicable only when a closed-form mathematical model exists. When 
applicable, these techniques also guarantee the best solution. Further discussion of these 
techniques is beyond the scope of this report. 

Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) belong to a class of algorithms known as evolutionary algorithms 
which have been developed fairly recently. A GA starts with a subset of scenarios (some 
members of a population) and applies principles of natural selection (mating, gene mutation, 
etc.) to generate a new or revised set of scenarios (called the next generation). A GA-based 
optimization model uses a specified traffic simulation model to evaluate the fitness of each 
member Q.e., a signal timing scenario) in the current population. Then, it generates a new 
population by combining the characteristics of (that is, by mating) selected pairs of scenarios 
(members). The principles of natural selection ensure that the characteristics of the fittest 
members (i.e., those with higher bandwidths or lowest delays, depending on the objective of 
optimization) have a high probability of transmission to the next generation. A GA 
terminates when either no more improvements occur, or a certain number of user-specified 
generations are complete, whichever occurs first GAs are different from all previously 
described search algorithms in that they utilize codings of variables rather than the values of 
variables. Given a large enough population and sufficient number of generations, a GA can 
provide the global optimum. This is because GAs perform simultaneous optimization of all 
selected variables. Furthermore, GAs can be applied to all types of optimization problems, 
even those that cannot be described in closed forms. Their effectiveness depends on the 
scheme used for coding the variables and the details of the natural selection process used. 
Conceptually, an exhaustive optimization algorithm is a GA that uses all members of a 
population, and it applies only the initial generation of the optimization algorithm. 
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Popular Signal Timing Analysis and Optimization Programs 

TSIS/CORSIM 
CORSIM [13] is a microscopic-stochastic simulation program. It has two modules: FRESIM 
for evaluating freeway traffic conditions and NETSIM for evaluating the quality of a selected 
signal timing plan. TRAFVU is an accompanying graphic animation program. NETSIM can 
be used to analyze the operation of pretimed and actuated signals. For a given scenario, 
CORSIM randomly generates traffic, keeps track of individual vehicles as long as they are in 
the system, and computes various measures of effectiveness (delay, stops, travel times, fuel 
consumption, etc.). Making a simulation run using CORSIM is similar to one-time data 
collection in the field, for instance the duration of the AM-peak period on Monday. Thus, it 
is necessary to make several runs using different random number seeds and averaging the 
results from those runs before drawing any conclusions. CORSIM was developed using 
Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) support over a period of several decades and is 
accepted by transportation professionals as a valid analysis tool. CORSIM does not provide 
an optimization routine. Therefore, it is difficult, if not impossible, to use CORSIM for 
developing optimal signal timing plans. 

TRANSYT7F 
TRANS\'T 7F [14] is a mesoscopic-deterministic model for analyzing and optimizing signal 
timings on arterials and networks. Like CORSIM, TRANS\'T 7F has been developed and 
tested over a period of several decades and has gained acceptance from the user community 
as a sound model. TRANS\'T 7F uses a combination of exhaustive, hill-climbing, and GA
based optimization methods. TRANS\'T 7F uses a delay-based traffic model. In other 
words, it is primarily designed to select signal timings that produce minimum system delay 
and stops. In addition, it provides a capability to select several secondary objectives, 
including minimization of stops and maximization of progression opportunities. During its 
optimization process, TRANS\'T 7F generates second-by-second flow profiles of vehicles 
on all links in the network. Then, it analyzes these profiles to determine MOEs. TRANS\'T 
7F has two delay-based traffic models. The first model (original model) performs the 
optimization in a link-wise fashion by optimizing timings for one link at a time. This model 
does not accurately account for queue buildup because it treats a queue of vehicles as an 
upward stack at the stop bar. However, it works well for undersaturated traffic conditions. 
Users all over the world have extensively validated this model. The second model was 
recently added to remove the limitations of the first model. This model takes into 
consideration the formation and dissipation of queues in space. In addition, it accounts for 
flow interactions on adjacent links through a step-by-step analysis of all links in the system. 
Conceptually, this model is better suited for the analysis and optimization of congested 
(oversaturated) facilities. Consequently, it also requires more computation time. Until 
recently, the main deficiency of TRANS\'T 7F has been its inability to optimize signal phase 
sequences. In the latest version of TRANS\'T 7F (version 9) released earlier this year, this 
deficiency was removed through the addition of a GA-based optimization algorithm. 
TRANS\'T models actuated signals as equivalent pretimed signals, and it has the ability 
to half/ double cycle traffic signals. 
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TRANSIT 7F performs exhaustive searches for cycle length. For each cycle, it starts by 
calculating equal saturation splits and applies a hill-climbing method to optimize signal 
offsets and splits. For this reason, its final results depend on the base timing plan supplied 
by the user. Although it contains a good delay-based traffic modeL TRANSIT 7F's 
bandwidth analysis model is not very good. Last, but not least, learning to use TRANSIT 
7F requires considerable effort. 

Synchro 
Synchro [15] is a delay-based program for analyzing and optimizing timing plans for arterials 
and networks. Its objective function also minimizes stops and queue size by applying 
penalties for these measures. Synchro's traffic model is similar to the link-based model in 
TRANSIT 7F. Synchro uses an exhaustive search technique to optimize signal timings. To 
reduce the number of scenarios analyzed for a coordinated system, it relies on the divide
and-conquer principle. To optimize timings for an arterial, the program requires the user to 
apply several manual steps (cycle length optimization followed by offset and phase sequence 
optimization) in a specific order. It optimizes cycle length by analyzing all cycles in the 
defined range. Synchro optimizes offsets using a multi-stage process. At each stage, it uses a 
different step-size depending on the optimization level selected by the user. For instance, if 
the user requests extensive offset optimization, Synchro first simulates all offsets in 4-second 
increments, followed by a search using 2-second increments. Finally, it performs another 
search using 1-second increments in the vicinity of the best offset &om the second stage. 
Unlike TRANSIT 7F, Synchro's traffic model does not consider platoon dispersion. As an 
alternate, it recommends when to coordinate two adjacent signals by calculating a 
coordinatability factor using link distance, travel time, and traffic volumes as input Also, unlike 
other programs, Synchro generates optimal signal timings for each signal by averaging the 
analysis results of five volume scenarios for that signal. For this purpose, it assumes that a 
volume entered by the user is the mean and variance of the real traffic volume (Poisson 
distribution). Then, it applies factors from a Normal distribution to generate four additional 
volume scenarios representing minus-2 (10th percentile), minus-1 (30th percentile), 1 (70th 
percentile), and 2 (90th percentile) standard deviations from the mean. In this scheme, user
supplied volumes are treated as 50th percentile volumes. In Synchro terminology, delay 
calculation based on this averaging method is referred to as the percentile delay method. 
Using this method, Synchro incorporates a method to model phase gapping and skipping 
behavior for actuated and actuated-coordinated signals. Synchro has, by far, the best user 
interface of all signal-timing tools currently available to traffic engineering professionals. It 
provides features to easily fine-tune a timing plan. Furthermore, it provides for data 
conversion to other popular software. 

PASSER II 
PASSER II [16] is a bandwidth-based program for optimizing signal timings for signalized 
arterials. Originally developed for TxDOT about 30 years ago, it has been one of the most 
popular programs in its class. The heuristic signal timing optimization model of PASSER II 
is based on a graphical technique, and is simple, efficient, and powerful [17]. PASSER II has 
passed the test of time and is known to produce good signal timing plans. PASSER II can 
determine all four signal-timing variables described earlier. It selects the plan that maximizes 
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progression efficiency, a unitless quantity obtained by dividing the progression band by the 
cycle length. Because of its simplicity, it is also the most computationally efficient program 
in its class. PASSER il performs exhaustive searches over the range of cycle length provided 
by the user. It starts by calculating splits using Webster's method. Then, it applies a hill
climbing approach and adjusts splits to minimize delay. Finally, it applies its bandwidth 
optimization algorithm using the pre-calculated splits as input to that model. At the 
optimization stage, it can find the cycle length, offsets, and phase sequences that produce 
maximum tw'o-way progression. 

PASSER Ill 
PASSER ill [18] is a delay-based program for optimizing timings at diamond interchanges, 
especially those using a single controller. It can also coordinate a series of diamond 
interchanges along one-way frontage roads. For a single interchange, PASSER III uses an 
exhaustive optimization method. It evaluates each timing plan (cycle, split, and phasing) 
using delay-difference-of-offset method [19], and selects the plan that produces the least 
interior delay. For a series of interchanges, PASSER ill saves four least-delay timing plans 
for each interchange. Then, it applies PASSER II's interference minimization algorithm and 
selects plans for interchanges that result in maximum progression along the tw'o frontage 
roads. PASSER III produces accurate results for undersaturated traffic conditions and can 
be applied to diamonds with or without U-turn lanes using three- or four-phase signal 
operations. 

PASSER IV 
PASSER IV [20] is a program for maximizing arterial progression in arterial and multi
arterial signal netw'orks. This program uses a mathematical programming technique for 
optimi7ing signal timings. It uses the same macroscopic delay model as PASSER II. 

PASSERV 
PASSER V-03 is the latest in the PASSER series of programs developed by TI1 [21] for 
timing arterials and signalized diamond interchanges. It has a graphic user interface that is 
integrated with the best optimization technologies currently available. Although the program 
focuses on the coordination of tw'o or more signals on a linear arterial, it also provides basic 
features to analyze and time isolated signals. PASSER V can develop signal timings to 
maximize progression or minimize systemwide delay. Its traffic simulation can analyze 
undersaturated and oversaturated traffic conditions along signalized arterials. This section 
describes models used by PASSER V, descriptions of tools available in the program, and its 
limitations. 

Optimization Algorithms in PASSER V 
PASSER V uses several optimization algorithms. These algorithms include exhaustive 
search, interference minimization, and genetic algorithms. This section describes these 
algorithms. 
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Interference Minimization Algorithm 
This algorithm is a revised version of the optimization algorithm used by PASSER II. Here, 
we first describe the PASSER II implementation of the interference minimization algorithm 
and then describe modifications for implementation in PASSER V. 

Like most programs, PASSER II calculates preliminary splits for each signal based on 
Webster's method. Then, PASSER II applies an optimization method to adjust these splits 
to minimize intersection delay. These pre-calculated splits are then input to the bandwidth 
optimization algorithm. For bandwidth optimization, PASSER II starts by selecting a cycle 
and calculating perfect one-way progression in the A (arbitrarily selected) direction. Then, it 
minimizes band interference in the B (opposite) direction by adjusting phasing sequences 
and offsets. The maximum total band calculated by the program is as follows: 

Total Band= GA +08 -/ 

where: 

G A least green in A -direction 
Gn least green in B-direction 
I minimum possible band interference 

After achieving the best band (minimum interference) in the B direction, the program 
adjusts the two bands according to user-desired options for directional priority. The reader 
should note here that the interference minimization algorithm intelligently searches a very 
small subset of all possible combinations of signal timings. Finally, the program calculates 
delays, bandwidth efficiency, and attainability. Delay calculation for each interior through 
movement is based on a macroscopic traffic model, whereas delay for all other movements 
is calculated using the HCM delay formula. Efficiency and attainability measure how good a 
bandwidth solution is. Efficiency for a direction is the percent of cycle used for progression. 
Attainability is the percent of bandwidth in a direction in relation to the minimum green split 
in that direction. Theoretically, the maximum bandwidth in a direction can be no more than 
the smallest through green split in that direction. The following formulas are used to 
calculate combined efficiency and attainability for the two arterial directions: 

P . Efr. . (01 ) (Arterial Band A + Arterial Band 8 ) 
1 00 rogresswn llctency /o = x 

2 x Cycle Length 

P . A . b'li (01 ) (ArterialBandA +Arteria1Band8 ) 
100 rogresswn ttama 1 ty ;o = x 

(Min. Green A +Min. Greens) 

The reader should note that while bandwidth generally increases with an increase in cycle 
length, efficiency may increase, decrease, or remain constant. Thus, it is desirable to select a 
solution that provides the best efficiency and an attainability of 100 percent. In addition, the 
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timing plan should not use cycle lengths larger than that necessary to move traffic through 
all approaches on the arterial. 

It is a well-known fact that PASSER ll-90 has a tendency to select larger optimal cycle 
lengths. Recently, 1TI researchers found that this tendency is because of the split 
optimization feature implemented in PASSER IT. What happens in PASSER ll is that the 
split optimization gives more and more green time to the through traffic as cycle lengths 
increase. Since PASSER II optimizes bandwidth, it tends to select larger cycle lengths 
because of larger bands and efficiencies. 1TI researchers decided to not use the split 
optimization feature in the PASSER V implementation of the algorithm. Thus, the splits 
calculated in PASSER V are slightly different from those in PASSER II. In addition, 
researchers found that in some cases, the interference minimization algorithm of PASSER ll 
ends before finding the best solution. This is because of the heuristic nature of the 
algorithm and the fact that the algorithm only considers a subset of all possible solutions. 
This discrepancy was resolved in the PASSER V implementation of the algorithm by 
applying the algorithm for both directions, thereby increasing the ability of the algorithm to 
find better solutions. 

Exhaustive Search Method 
PASSER V uses this search method for cycle length versus delay analysis of isolated signals, 
for cycle length optimization in conjunction with the interference minimization algorithm, 
and for the optimization of isolated diamond interchanges. 

Genetic Algorithm 
PASSER V uses a genetic algorithm to provide new features to develop signal timings for 
minimizing delay or for maximizing arterial progression. Because this technology is fairly 
new, we provide a more detailed description of genetic algorithms. GAs are optimization 
techniques based on the concepts of natural selection and genetics. Genetic algorithms differ 
from traditional algorithms in that they work with a coding of the parameter set, not the 
parameters themselves; search from a population of points, not a single point; and use 
probabilistic rules, not deterministic rules. In the genetic algorithm approach, the variables 
are represented as genes of a chromosome. The standard genetic algorithm proceeds as 
follows [22]: 

1. It randomly or heuristically generates an initial population (generation 0) of 
candidate solutions for a given problem. 

2. For every evolutionary step known as a generation, it evaluates the fitness 
(bandwidth, delay, etc.) of each solution. 

3. It forms a new population (the next generation) by selecting the individuals with 
best fitness and applying natural selection schemes (genetic operation, mutation, and 
recombination) to pairs of individuals. 

4. It removes unwanted members of the population to make room for new members. 
5. It evaluates new individuals and inserts them into the population pooL 
6. If termination criterion is met, it stops, otherwise it goes back to step 3. 
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A single iteration of this loop is referred to as a generation. Natural selection guarantees that 
individuals with the best fitness will propagate into future populations. Using the 
recombination operator, the GA combines genes from two parents to form two new 
offspring that have a high probability of having better fitness than their parents. Mutation 
allows infusion of features not present in parents. Over several generations, the best 
individuals survive and the worst are eradicated. The reader should note that the pre-selected 
population size remains unchanged from one generation to the next. The following figure 
shows a flowchart of this methodology. 

Initialize Population 

Evaluate Population 

Yes 

Stop 

Create Next Generation of Population 
No Using Genetic Operators (Crossover, 

Mutation, etc.) 

Genetic algorithms provide the capability of optimizing all the signal-timing parameters in 
parallel, unlike the hill-climbing method, which optimizes one timing parameter at a time. 
Consequently, GAs may also require more time. Many studies conducted to date have 
shown that GA-based optimization performs better than the hill-climbing method. 

A GA software, or driver, must be employed for applying this optimization technique. 
PASSER V uses the GA library (GAlib) developed by Matthew Wall [23] because of its 
flexibility and availability without cost and copyright regulations. Understanding the 
following terminology will be beneficial to the users of PASSER V. 

Types of Genetic Algorithms 
There are several types of GAs. The most common types are: 

1. simple genetic algorithm, and 
2. steady-state genetic algorithm. 
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A simple genetic algorithm creates an initial population by cloning the individual or 
population passed when it is created. For each generation, the algorithm creates an entirely 
new population of individuals by selecting pairs of individuals from the previous population 
and mating them to produce two new offspring for the new population. Ths process 
continues until the stopping criteria are met (determined by the terminator). 

A steady-state genetic algorithm applies overlapping populations with a user-specifiable 
amount of overlap. The algorithm creates a population of individuals by cloning the 
chromosomes of the previous population. For each generation, the algorithm creates a 
temporary population of individuals, adds these to the previous population, and then 
removes the worst individuals in order to return the population to its original size. The 
amount of overlap between generations is selected by specifying the Replacement parameter. 
Ths is the percentage of the population that should be replaced each generation. Newly 
generated offspring are added to the population, and then the worst in&;riduals are 
destroyed (so the new offspring may or may not make it into the population, depending on 
whether they are better than the worst in the current population). 

Elitism 
FJitism applies only to a simple GA Elitism means that the best individual from each 
generation is always carried over to the next generation. 

Selection Scheme 
The selection method determines how individuals are chosen for mating. If one uses a 
selection method that picks only the best individual, then the population will quickly 
converge to that individual. So the method should be biased toward better individuals; but it 
should also pick some offspring that are not quite as good overall but may have good 
characteristics. Some of the more common selection methods include: roulette wheel 
selection (the likelihood of picking an individual is proportional to the individual's fitness 
such as bandwidth or delay), tournament selection (a number of individuals are picked using 
roulette wheel selection, then the best of these are chosen for mating), and rank selection 
(pick the best individual every time). 

Population Size 
The size of the population in each generation quite often affects the solution. A population 
size of five to a population size of tens of thousands is used, depending on the evolutionary 
strategy and the nature of the problem that one is trying to solve. In a solution space of N 
possible solutions, a population of N individuals can solve the problem in 1 generation; 
however, N is often far too big (or unknown) to do that. Solution space affects the 
population size; hence multiple runs need to be conducted for each kind of problem to 
select the optimal population size. 

Termination Criteria 
GAs are terminated using two criteria: (1) convergence, and (2) number of generations. In 
PASSER V, convergence is defined as the ratio of the average score of N previous best 
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generations to the score of the current best-of-generation. One can also define the 
maximum number of generations after which the GA evolution should stop. 

Crossover Probability 
Crossover probability is the probability that two parents mate. An appropriate probability 
\Vi11 allow parents to mate and thus make possible search of new solution spaces. In effect, 
evolutionary techniques are most useful for problems where the variables have complex, 
interacting dependencies, and a direct optimization algorithm is unknown. Selection and 
mutation alone cannot solve such problems when the solution space is large. Crossover is 
the real power behind evolutionary algorithms, and it improves performance by many orders 
of magnitude in most problems. 

Mutation Probability 
Mutation probability is the probability with which a given chromosome changes its state 
between generations. A high mutation probability \Vi11 essentially lead to a random search of 
the solution space. 

Replacement Probability 
Replacement probability specifies the amount of overlap between generations. It only 
applies to steady-state GAs. 

Analytical and Simulation Models 
Several simulation or evaluation models have been included in PASSER V. These models 
are used by optimization algorithms and by other analysis tools. In this section, we describe 
these models. A significant portion of this section is devoted to the new traffic model 
included in the program. 

Analytical Models for Basic Calculations 
PASSER V uses HCM and Webster's methods for calculating saturation flow rates and 
green splits, respectively [6, 24]. The saturation flow rates for movements sharing a lane are 
calculated using an iterative procedure that prorates saturation flow rate of the shared lane 
using volumes of movements served by the shared lane. Furthermore, PASSER V uses the 
first two terms of the HCM model for calculating delay for isolated signal approaches. Since 
Webster's formula for calculating minimum delay cycle length fails for signals near, at, and 
over capacity, PASSER V calculates splits and delay for each cycle length in the desired 
range to determine and recommend the minimum delay cycle length for a signal. In addition, 
PASSER V uses Akcelik's models for calculating stops per vehicle, average queue, and 
maximum queue [25]. Finally, the program uses the PASSER II program's model for 
calculating fuel consumption. These models are presented in the following subsections. 

Saturation Flow Calculations 
For calculating saturation flow rates for each movement, PASSER V defines each lane as a 
separate group and begins by assigning ideal saturation flow rate to each movement. Then, it 
applies adjustment factors for lane width, grade, parking, stopping buses, and area type. The 
program also applies adjustment factors to volumes. These include: appropriate left- and/ or 
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right-turn adjustment factors, peak-hour factor, growth factor, and factor for truck 
percentage. Finally, it performs iterative calculations to prorate saturation flow rate for 
movements serviced by shared lanes. This procedure assumes that the number of vehicles in 
each lane remains balanced. In the calculation process, the procedure also identifies any 
shared lane that is a de facto left- or right-turn lane. The example given below describes this 
procedure. For this example, we assume values of 1.0 for most adjustment factors. In 
addition, we assume that all left-turn phases are protected only. 

Step 1: Create a matrix containing rows and columns identifying types of movements and 
number of lanes for the current approach. Enter ideal saturation flow rate (1900 vphpgpl) 
and user supplied volumes (150, 500, and 600 for left-turn, through, and right-turn 
movements) in appropriate fields. Enter a 1 under each lane to identify the movements 
permitted from that lane. Our example has one exclusive left-turn lane, one shared left
through lane, one exclusive through lane, and one shared through-right lane. 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane Z'dLane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 1 1 150 
Through 1 1 1 500 
Right 1 60 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 

Step 2: Apply adjustment factors for turns (that is divide volume by 0.95 for left tum, and by 
0.85 for right tum), and adjustment factors for heavy vehicles (1 in this example) to each 
movement volume. 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane rLane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 1 1 157.89 
Through 1 1 1 500 
Right 1 70.59 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 

Step 3: Allocate saturation flow rate in each column equally to each movement allowed for 
that lane (Column Operation). 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane 2"dLane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 1900 950 157.89 
Through 950 1900 950 500 
Right 950 70.59 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 
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Step 4: Allocate movement volume to each lane providing for that movement in proportion 
to the non-zero values. For instance the calculation for left-tum volume in the left lane will 
be: 

157.89x 
1900 = 105.26 

1900+950 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane 2nd Lane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 105.26 52.63 157.89 
Through 125 250 125 500 
Right 70.59 70.59 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 

Step 5: Allocate saturation flow for each column proportional to the values for each 
movement volume in that lane. For instance the calculation for left-turn volume in lane 2 
will be: 

1900x 
52

·
63 = 562.95 

52.63+ 125 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane Z"" Lane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 1900 562.95 157.89 
Through 1337.05 1900 1214.27 500 
Right 685.73 70.59 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 

Step 6 through N: Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until saturation flow rates converge (that is, stop 
changing). At this point add the saturation flow rates for each row to calculate the final 
adjusted saturation flow rate for each movement. Then apply adjustment factors for turns, 
and adjustment factors for heavy vehicles to the adjusted saturation flow rate to obtain the 
final saturation flow rate for each movement. The reader can verifY that the final matrix is as 
follows: 

Movement Lanes Movement 
Type Left Lane 2nd Lane 3rdLane 4th Lane Volume 

Left 1900 0 157.89 
Through 1900 1900 1194.85 500 
Right 705.15 70.59 
Saturation 1900 1900 1900 1900 
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The final saturation flow rates for left-tum, through, and right-tum movements are 1805 
(1900X0.95), 4995, and 599 (705.15X0.85), respectively. 

For permitted left-tum phases, the program applies additional adjustments based on whether 
the permitted movement is from a shared or exclusive lane. These adjustments are described 
below. 

Exclusive Lane Case 

-4.5vopp /3600 
vopp x e 

S pennitted = -2 Sv /3600 X fw X fg X fp X fb X fa 1-e. opp 

where: vopp = opposite volume 

fw factor for lane-width 

fg factor for approach-grade 

fp factor for parking 

fb factor for bus-stops 

fa factor for area-type 

Shared Lane Case 

1. Use the iterative procedure described above to calculate saturation flow rate for each 

shared lane (sTatal) as well as the saturation flow rates for each shared movement (for 

instance the saturation flow rate for left-turn movement, s L) in that lane. 

2. Calculate saturation flow rate for each permitted-left-turn movement ( s pennitted) as if the 

movement was served by an exclusive lane. 

3. Calculate the adjusted saturation flow rate for the shared lane as follows: 

4. Allocate sadjusted using the original movement-saturation-flow to sTatal ratios. For 

instance, the calculation for left-turn movement iss adjusted x (s L I sTatal). 

5. Apply the left- and right-tum factors when appropriate. 

Split Calculations 
Once the saturation flow rates have been obtained, PASSER V calculates equal saturation 
splits for the given cycle length as follows: 
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1. Calculates effective cycle length by subtracting the total lost time from the cycle length. 

2. Calculates volume to saturation flow ratios for each movement and determines the 
critical movements in each barrier. 

3. Allocates the effective cycle length to each critical movement using the flow ratio for the 
subject movement and the sum of flow ratios for all critical movement. 

4. Adds lost time back to each movement. 

5. Calculates splits for non-critical phases. 

Estimation of Delav 
The program uses the following equation for estimating control delay for all approaches 
where random arrivals are assumed. 

Control Delay = d = d1 + d 2 

(~ 1)
2 

+ 4x{vlc)] 
C 0.25 XC 

where: d1 uniform delay 

d 2 = incremental delay 

g effective green 

C = cycle length 
c = capacity 
v =volume 

Estimation of Queues and Stops 
Queues and stops are estimated by the program using the following models: 

(
1-u N0 J Average Stops per Vehicle= h = 0.9 --+-
1-y qC 

where: u = green split ratio (g I C) 

y = flow ratio ( q Is) 
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q flow in vehicles per second 

C cycle length 

N 0 average overflow queue in vehicles 

Average Overflow Queue ~ N 0 ~ Q:f [(x-I)+ 

where: Q 

Tf 

capacity in vehicles per hour 

flow period in hours (assumed 0.25) 

X 

Xo 

degree of saturation ( q I Q) 
( 0.67 + sg 1600), where sand g are saturation flow rate and 

effective green-time, respectively. 

Average vehicles in queue = N = qr + N 0 

In the above equation, r is the effective red time, in seconds. The maximum queue length 

(N m) is calculated as follows: 

Estimation of Fuel Consumption 
The program calculates estimates of fuel consumption using the following procedure used 
by PASSER II and PASSER IV. 

(An+ A12V + A13V 2 )TT 

F = + (Azt + AzzV + Az3V2)D 

+ (A3t + A3zV + A33Vz)S 

where: F = fuel consumption in gallons per hour 
TT = total travel in vehicles-miles per hour 
D total delay in vehicle-hours per hour 
S total stops per hour 
V cruise speed 

x degree of saturation (q I Q) 
Aij model coefficients given below: 
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0.075283 -1.5892£- 3 1.50655£-5 

0.73239 

0.0 

Volume Analysis Routine 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

6.14112£-6 

This routine uses the following analytical model developed by Chaudhary et al. [26]. 

Maximize: V 

Subject to: 

g . X S· } 
V:::;; 1 1 x- VieE 

C Pi 

V :::;;0.95xgix si x-1- Vie! 
C Pi 

where: C cycle length, seconds 
V = hourly flow rate (demand) for the system, vph 
gi = effective green time of ll movement per cycle, seconds 

Si hourly saturation flow of l' movement, vph 
E = set of exterior movements 

I = set of interior movements 

Pi = ratio of volume for approach ito sum of exterior volumes 

This model calculates the maximum number of vehicles, per hour, that can go through the 
facility until some movement becomes a bottleneck. It assumes that an exterior movement 
becomes a bottleneck when its service volume becomes equal to its capacity. For all interior 
movements, the bottleneck capacity is equal to a user-specified percentage (or fraction) of its 
capacity. The default value for internal movements is 95 percent of capacity. Furthermore, 
this model assumes that the origin-destination pattern does not change over the analysis 
period. Also, it does not consider the affects of blocking. Thus, it is especially suitable for 
analyzing four-phase diamonds with U-turn lanes, or facilities where sufficient internal 
storage space exists. 

Bandwidth Analysis Routine 
For a given timing plan (cycle length, splits, offsets, and phase sequences), a bandwidth 
analysis routine (BAR) calculates the progression bands in both directions of an arterial. In 
its calculations, the routine calculates bands (a geometric quantity) between all signal pairs. 
This routine was developed for use in generating time-space diagrams, and for use by 
bandwidth-based optimization using the genetic algorithm. After calculating the bands, this 
routine calculates bandwidth efficiency and attainability using equations provided in the 
section describing the interference minimization algorithm. This routine is extremely 
efficient in its calculations. 
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Delay Analysis Routine 
PASSER V's delay analysis routine (DAR) employs mesoscopic simulation strategy. In 
other words, it simulates fractional flows and updates them every second. It performs the 
analysis of traffic conditions using a two-step process described below: 

1. initialization, and 
2. simulation and recording ofM.OEs. 

For these steps, the model uses two subroutines: the undersaturated routine and the 
oversaturated routine. The program conducts the initialization step for two signal cycles. 
The first cycle uses the undersaturated routine to get a preliminary estimate of queues, and 
the second cycle uses the oversaturated routine to ensure that the queue estimate is realistic. 

After the initialization step, the analysis step applies the oversaturated routine for a specified 
number of cycles. In the current version of PASSER V, this number is fixed to two cycles. 
DAR uses four types of movements: external-to-external, external-to-internal, internal-to
internal, and internal-to-external. 

Undersaturated Routine 
This routine assumes undersaturated flow conditions irrespective of the actual conditions in 
the network. The routine builds flows and queue profiles by applying an extended version of 
the delay-difference-of-offset (DDOF) model used by PASSER III [27]. This methodology 
is similar to TRANSIT 7F's link-wise simulation model. In the undersaturated step, the 
analysis is conducted one link at a time. Starting from the upstream link, each link is 
simulated. The upstream flow profiles are created and projected downstream. At the 
downstream intersection, the outflows and inflows are calculated and queue profiles and 
delay profiles are built. This process is repeated for each link. During this process, the 
routine applies the TRANSIT 7F platoon dispersion model [14]. Queue storage on each 
link at the end of one cycle is obtained by building an input-output queue profile. If the 
queue at the end of the cycle is greater than the queue storage space, it is set equal to the 
storage space. The throughputs and delays for upstream and downstream movements are 
then calculated using flow profiles calculated using internal logic. The only exception is the 
external-to-external movements for which delay calculations use the Highw<!J Capaci!J Manual 
(HCM) equation for calculating uniform and incremental delay (6]. 

Oversaturated Routine 
As described above, the undersaturated routine treats a queue as an upward stack and, thus, 
is unable to model queue spillback and effects of any upstream blocking resulting from it. In 
addition, it does not account for flow interactions between adjacent links. The oversaturated 
routine overcomes these limitations. It uses shock wave theory to more accurately assess 
delays in congested conditions. The program applies this routine during the second cycle of 
initialization and for all full simulation cycles. The oversaturated routine conducts a second
by-second (stepwise) analysis of incoming flow at the stop line, the available queue storage in 
the downstream link, and the outflow from the link. It updates conditions on all links of the 
arterial each second. The incoming flow at the stop line for the internal movements is 
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obtained by applying the TRANSYT 7F platoon dispersion model. The routine uses shock 
wave theory to keep track of the back of the moving queue at each link on a second-by
second basis. In addition, it keeps track of the available link storage. If the back-of-queue 
reaches the upstream intersection, the available storage becomes 0 and movement blockage 
occurs until some storage becomes available. This routine performs calculations using the 
following steps: 

1. For the first cycle (second step during the initialization period) of the oversaturated 
calculations, it obtains the queues stored at the end of link-wise simulation. If the queue 
is greater than the link storage space, it is adjusted to be equal to the link storage. DAR 
has the capability of keeping track of both movement -wise queue storage and lane-wise 
queue storage. For the initialization period, it uses the movement queue storage only. 

2. Actual simulation starts using the flow profile from link-wise simulation together with 
the queue storage, movement storage, and lane storage from the previous step as the 
initial conditions. 

3. It updates queue storage, movement storage, and lane storage for all links on a second
by-second basis. In the process, it applies platoon dispersion to the back of the queue 
and evaluates any link blockages and lane blockages. 

4. It models link blockage and movement blockage, applying the second-by-second flows. 
This is performed by applying the following steps: 

a. For each link, it first updates the downstream flows. For internal-to-external 
movements, the available movement storage and lane storage are reduced by the 
amount of outflow possible. For the downstream internal-to-internal 
movements, the outflow is updated considering the next link's available 
movement and lane storage. 

b. For each direction, the internal-to-internal and external-to-internal movements 
for a given link are updated by obtaining the available movement/lane storage 
for the next downstream link. For calculating the available storage, shock wave 
theory is applied to find the actual available storage at each second. 

c. If the next link is blocked, flows are stored in the current link itself. 

The routine is capable of performing Step 4 for a specified number of cycles, however, in 
the current version of PASSER V this number is fixed to two cycles. The routine calculates 
and reports several MOEs at the end of simulation. DAR uses the following assumptions 
when performing its calculations: 

• fractional flow, 

• no intersection blocking, 

• the only effect of queue spillback will be a decrease in flow from the upstream 
movements into this link, 

• lane blockages are only considered when all storage space of a lane is used, and 

• no right turns on red. 
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Lasdy, DAR is limited to linear arterial systems. It is not capable of simulating networks and 
it is applicable to pretimed signals only. A more detailed description of DAR, along with its 
shock wave model, is provided by Kovvali [22]. 

Optimization and Analysis Tools 
PASSER V provides a number of analysis and optimization features for arterials and for 
diamond interchanges using a single controller. With the aid of this program, the user can 
develop timing resulting in maximum progression efficiency or minimum system delay. 
These features are provided under different tools. All of these tools calculate equal saturation 
green splits using Webster's method. Furthermore, these tools use DAR for calculating 
performance measures for all internal movements and the HCM delay model for calculating 
delay for all external movements. A description of each tool follows. 

PASSER II Tool 
The PASSER II tool is applicable to a signalized arterial that contains no interchanges 
operating in three-phase or four-phase mode. Similar in capability to the PASSER II 
program, this tool allows the user to develop arterial signal timings for providing maximum 
arterial progression. It performs exhaustive cycle-length search in the user-selected range 
~ower limit, upper limit, and increment), and maximizes bandwidth efficiency for each cycle 
using the interference minimization algorithm. Because of this feature, a timing plan is 
available for each cycle length. By default, this tool reports best timings and MOBs for the 
optimal solution. However, the user can request the tool to report best timing plans and 
MOBs for all cycle lengths. In the latter case, the tool displays a summary of MOBs for all 
plans. It also allows the user to load into memory any selected timing plan to view the 
detailed results. The PASSER II tool is capable of providing perfect one-way progression 
for a selected direction, or two-way volume weighted bands. In addition, the user can 
request the tool to fine-tune offsets to further minimize delay without affecting progression 
bands. When a user selects this feature, the program performs bandwidth-constrained delay 
minimization using the genetic algorithm. 

PASSER Ill Tool 
Similar in functionality to the PASSER III program, this tool is for isolated interchanges 
operating in three-phase or four-phase mode. It performs an exhaustive search for cycle 
length, splits, and phasing sequence, and selects a timing plan that minimizes total delay. 
Since it uses exhaustive search, it provides access to timings and MOBs for all combinations 
of timings possible based on user selected options. This tool accurately predicts delay for all 
types of traffic conditions as opposed to the PASSER III program, whose delay model was 
applicable to undersaturated traffic conditions only. 

GA-Based Tool 
This tool uses a genetic algorithm to provide users the ability to time signalized arterials for 
maximizing arterial progression or for minimizing system delay. Depending on the 
optimization type selected (delay-based or bandwidth-based), it uses either DAR or BAR for 
calculating the fitness values of population members during the optimization process. Since 
each run of DAR performs multiple stages of more intense calculations than BAR, delay-
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tnltl111l1Zation requires significantly more computational time than the bandwidth-based 
optimization. The ability of this tool to find a good timing plan requires that the user selects 
large enough values for population size and number of generations. These values should be 
selected based on problem size (number of signals) and the number of variables (cycle, 
offsets, splits, and phasing) being optimized. However, the users should also note that larger 
values for population size and number of generations will, in general, also cause the 
optimization process to take longer to complete. Lastly, the users should note the fact that 
the bandwidth (progression) optimization capability provided by the PASSER IT tool is 
more efficient and produces better results than the bandwidth optimization feature of this 
tool. Thus, we recommend GA-based tool for progression bandwidth optimization only 
when coordination of a diamond interchange with adjacent signals on the arterial is desired. 

Volume Analysis Tool 
This tool uses the volume analysis routine described earlier to provide an analysis of cycle 
length versus ideal throughput capacity of a facility at the point one or more movements 
reach maximum capacity. It provides results in graphic as well as tabular form, and identifies 
the bottleneck movement(s). This tool can be used for isolated diamonds, arterials, or a 
combination of the two. The reader should recall that interior distance (travel time) of a 
diamond interchange is explicitly taken into account for calculating the timings for a four
phase diamond. Hence, for isolated diamonds, this tool provides a "planning'' option that 
can be selected to investigate the distance versus capacity issue of the 11.1 four-phase 
strategy. 

T-Sp Diagram Tool 
This tool displays a time-space diagram (TSD) for the currently loaded timing plan. A TSD 
is a scaled pictorial representation of an arterial roadway and the progress of time in relation 
to signal timing cycles. It is usually presented in the form of an X-Y graph. In PASSER V, 
the distance along the arterial is displayed on theY axis (m scaled, consistent units) and time 
on the X axis ~n scaled, consistent units). TSDs give the analyst the "big picture" of traffic 
operations and signal timing at each intersection along an arterial. The slope of each line 
represents the speed of travel necessary to achieve the green bandwidth shown. TSDs can 
be formulated for interchanges as well, either to show the progression along frontage roads 
or to show the progression that exists along the arterial roadway (through the interchange). 
The T-Sp Diagram tool identifies the source of timing plan being displayed. Furthermore, it 
also provides access to the detailed report. This feature is espedally useful when the timing 
plan has been manually adjusted. The user should note that the Redraw button must be 
clicked for the tool to display changes made to any offset, and for the tool to generate the 
report. 

Delay/Cycle Analysis Tool 
This tool calculates and plots delays estimated by DAR (PASSER V's mesoscopic 
simulation) and HCM models for all cycle lengths in the user-defined range. For using both 
models, it assumes that all signals operate under a common cycle length. For each cycle 
length, it first calculates green splits for all signals. For the first set, it uses the HCM model to 
calculate average delay for each signal. Then, it adds average delays for all signals to 



determine the total system delay. For the second set of calculations using DAR, phasing 
sequences and offsets are also required. In this case, the tool uses current phasing sequences 
at all signals. For offsets, the tool provides two options. If the user desires the absolute 
offsets to remain the same as those entered on the data screen, the tool uses the same offsets 
for all cycle lengths. However, if the user selects the ''Proportional offset," the tool 
recalculates the offset of each cycle in proportion to the change in the cycle length from that 
coded for a signal on the data screen. 

Program Limitations 
PASSER V analysis and optimization capabilities are limited to pretimed signal-controlled 
intersections with three to eight signalized approaches. The program currently supports 
controllers with two rings and multiple barriers only. In addition, all analysis and 
optimization of multiple signals (diamonds or arterials) assumes that the signals in the system 
operate under a common cycle length. The program does not support double/half cycling 
or conditional service. 
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Data Requirements 

All the things you need to know about the arterial (and diamond 
interchange) before you can start to anajyze it. 

R
emember the maxim for analytical procedures: "Garbage in, garbage out." It is 
essential to the integrity of any analysis that the input data are up-to-date, accurate, 
and representative of general conditions. This is especially important with traffic 
engineering information in that signal timing, a primary output of the process, has a 

direct bearing on safety and efficiency for the motoring public. 

In Chapter 2 we will talk about the types and quantities of data that you will need to perform 
an analysis and optimization of an arterial roadway. These data include traffic volumes, 
roadway geometries, and any available information about current signal timing and 
operation. 

Traffic Volume Information 
A peak hour turning movement count (fMC) for all intersection approaches is often the 
most useful intersection data for purposes of developing a signal timing plan. TMC data are 
often supported by average daily traffic (AD1) counts, which are 24-hour counts along the 
intersection approach roadways. ADT counts may cover a single direction or both 
directions, and usually cover all traffic lanes in a given direction. Pedestrian counts may be 
performed simultaneously with TMCs, or may be collected as a separate study. It may also 
be desirable to collect truck data. 

Tuming Movement Counts 
TMC data are collected using a variety of techniques. The most common method is to 
dispatch a technician to visit the site and conduct the count while in the field. A variation on 
this method would be to have the technician videotape the intersection (mcluding portions 
of each approach roadway), return to the office with the videotape, and perform TMCs 
from the video. The video creates a permanent record of intersection operations and can 
also be used to determine the current signal timing at the intersection. 
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ThfC data are most useful for peak periods of the day, with data collected in two-hour 
blocks that bracket the peak hour. For instance, a common PM peak hour would occur 
from 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM, so a good data collection bracket would be between 4:30 PM and 
6:30 PM. ThfC information Q.e., number of vehicles turning left, through, and right) is often 
collected using manual or computerized counters in 15-minute increments. Each 15 
minutes of data is transferred from the counting device to a computer program or a written 
sheet. Data for all intersection approaches must be collected simultaneously, so it is often 
necessary to have more than one technician at the intersection at one time (each person 
counting two approaches). 

Once the data have been assembled from each approach for the entire intersection, a 
calculation is made (from all approaches) to determine which 15-minute periods have the 
highest volume. The following table shows data from a four-leg intersection, with an 
intersection total volume in the right column. The peak hour is determined from the highest 
four consecutive 15-minute periods. In the table, the highest (peak) hour is from 4:45 to 
5:45 PM. Data sheets may contain more data than are shown in the example table. The 
example shows the minimum amount of data necessary to determine the peak period and 
perform an analysis. An example of more detailed information would be a separate count 
for automobiles and trucks (heavy vehicles). Under each Left, Thru, and Right heading 
there would be two columns - one for autos and one for trucks -instead of the one column 
of numbers shown in the example. 

Tnne Northbound SQuthbound Eli:itbound ~esth2Y!ld Total 
(PM) 

Left Thru Right Left Thru Right Left Til!U Right Left Thru Right 
4:30-4:45 10 35 10 10 35 10 10 35 10 10 35 10 220 
4:45-5:00 15 40 15 15 40 15 15 40 15 15 40 15 280 
5:00-5:15 20 45 25 20 45 25 20 45 25 20 45 25 360 
5:15-5:30 20 50 25 20 50 25 20 50 25 20 50 25 380 
5:30-5:45 20 55 25 20 55 25 20 55 25 20 55 25 400 
5:4>6:00 10 40 15 10 40 15 10 40 15 10 40 15 260 
6:00-6:15 5 20 5 5 20 5 5 20 5 5 20 5 120 
6:1>6:30 25 30 5 25 30 5 25 30 5 25 30 5 240 

Peak Hour Total 75 190 90 75 190 90 75 190 90 75 190 90 1420 
(4:45-5:45) 

An important item to consider when performing your analysis is how volumes peak within 
the day and within the peak hour itself. Notice that the total intersection volume between 
5:30 and 5:45 PM is 400 vehicles. However, the volume between 4:45 and 5:00 PM is only 
280 vehicles. Both values are within the peak hour, but there is a sizeable difference 
between them. The average 15-minute volume is (280+ 360+ 380+400) /4 = 355 vehicles 
per 15 minutes. An indicator known as the peak hour factor (PHF) is computed as the peak 
hour counted volume divided by four times the highest 15-minute volume. Thus, 
(1420)/(400 x 4) = 0.8875. PHF can range from 0.25 to 1.00. A PHF of 0.25 would 
indicate that all of the hourly traffic occurs within a single 15-minute period (very unlikely). 
A PHF of 1.0 would indicate the hourly traffic was evenly distributed among the four 15-
minute periods (also unlikely). The smaller the PHF is, the more likely that your timings 
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should be longer Q.e., require a slightly longer cycle length or longer splits for approaches 
that peak heavily) than otherwise indicated by the total peak hour volume. 

Key Point: The peak hour factor (PHF) is a measure of how much volumes 
vary within the peak hour. When the PHF is less than 0.85, you should 
account for volume variations within the peak period when you are 
computing your signal timings. 

Average Daily Traffic 
ADT information is a valuable resource for checking the accuracy of peak hour 1MCs, 
checking for the location of the peak hour for each intersection approach, and monitoring 
increases in overall traffic volume over rime. The figure below shows a hypothetical 
intersection and hourly counts that develop the one-way ADT counts for each intersection 
approach roadway. 

SBADT! J II 
1-2 0 0 0 0 
2-3 0 0 0 0 
3-4 0 0 0 0 
4-5 0 0 0 0 

'I 

5-6 50 50 50 50 
6-7 100 100 100 100 
7-8 200 200 200 200 

II WBADT 8-9 200 200 200 200 
9-10 100 100 100 100 

~ - 10-11 50 50 50 50 
11-12 50 50 so 50 - 12-lpm 100 100 100 100 
1-2 50 50 50 50 

EBADT 2-3 50 50 50 50 
3-4 100 100 100 100 
4-5 200 200 200 200 
5-6 350 350 350 350 

I 
6-7 200 200 200 200 

NBADT 
7-8 50 50 50 50 
8-9 50 50 50 so 
9-10 50 50 50 50 
10-11 0 0 0 
11-12 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 1950 1950 1950 1950 

Examination of the hourly figures used to calculate ADT confirms that the 350 vehicles 
counted from each direction are roughly the same as the 1MC numbers shown for about 
that same rime period (5:00 to 6:00 PM). This check helps validate that neither the 1MC 
values nor the ADT values are out of scale with representative values. The high count for 
the hour from 5:00 to 6:00 PM also shows that the hourly volume used to compute ADT 
numbers indicate what we already discovered - that the PM peak is somewhere around the 
5:00 to 6:00 PM range, and it turns out from the 1MC that the actual peak is from 4:45 to 
5:45PM. 
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Another valuable use for ADT values is to examine the rate of traffic growth over time. If 
we had counted ADT from the northbound (NB) direction in our example once every year 
between 1993 and 1997, we would have five data points for checking growth rates over 
time. The table below presents hypothetical traffic counts over this time period. 

Year 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 

NBADT 
1700 
1800 
1850 
1900 
1950 

Percent increase over previous year 

5.9% 
2.8% 
2.7% 
2.6% 

As seen in the table, the volumes constantly increase (though at different rates and volumes) 
over time. Between 1993 and 1994, volumes increased 5.9 percent, but between 1996 and 
1997, volumes increased only 2.6 percent. It is reasonable to calculate an average annual 
growth rate, which in this case is (5.9+2.8+2.7+2.6)/4 = 3.5%. Thus, ADT history has 
given us a good estimate of how much ADT is likely to increase in the next couple of years. 

A useful equation for computing compounded growth rates (I.e., those that grow and build 
upon each other from year to year) and future volumes is: 

Future Volume= Present Volume x (1.00 + r t 
where: r annual growth rate (I.e., 5% is expressed as 0.05) 

n = number of years for the traffic projection 

This equation should only be used when historical traffic volumes have shown a consistent, 
compounding increase over time (i.e., an exponential increase). 

It is important to note that a traffic count (TMC or AD1) is never an exact count. Not only 
are errors often made in counting and recording, but traffic volumes themselves are never 
consistent from day-to-day, week-to-week, or month-to-month. For instance, even in an 
area where traffic is not growing, a count performed in February will be much different than 
a count performed in July. If historical :records of traffic volumes and month-to-month 
average ADT variations are available, this information can be used to "calibrate" your recent 
count information to account for month-to-month variations. For instance, historic 
monthly records may show that counts in your area tend to be 1.15 times higher in July than 
in February, and July tends to be the busiest month of the year. To cover all cases (i.e., use 
the maximum reasonable traffic volumes in your signal riming analysis), you would multiply 
your TMC and ADT counts by 1.15 to produce a reasonable estimate of the highest 
volumes expected throughout the year. Since signal timings are usually changed only once 
every few years, it is important to account for month-to-month variations in your analysis. 
If you used only your February values in your analysis and computed signal timings from 
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those volumes alone, there may be large amounts of delay at your intersection in July 
because the signal cycle lengths and splits could not accommodate the increased volume. 

Key Point: Use your knowledge of how frequently your signal timings 
will be updated to frame your analysis. If timings are changed 
infrequently, you should consider applying factors for monthly variation 
to volumes used in your analysis. Use maximum likely peak hour volumes 
to compute peak hour timing. If volumes in your area are increasing 
rapidly, it will be necessary to update your count data and signal timing 
more regularly. 

Roadway Geometric Information 
A complete understanding of roadway features is just as critical as accurate traffic volumes 
when the goal is signal timing generation. As we have seen in the saturation flow 
computations in the theory section of this training guide, factors ranging from mixed use 
lanes Qanes where through and turning traffic are both present) to driveway spacing from 
the intersection have an impact on how efficiently a lane, approach, or intersection can 
process vehicles. The most appropriate way for the signal analyst to determine the presence 
and extent of these factors is by visiting the site and taking the time to observe the operation 
of the intersection(s)/interchange. All significant roadway and intersection details should be 
noted, including (but not limited to) these common items: 

• lane use by lane for all approaches and departures; 

• lane widths by lane for all approaches; 

• roadway names; 

• number of lanes for each approach and departure; 

• type of intersection approach lane striping for all approaches; 

• lengths of tum bays along each approach and departure; 
• turning radii within the intersection (field approximation); 

• presence and location of stop bars; 

• presence, location, and size of protective islands; 

• presence, location, and type of signal heads and pedestrian push buttons; 

• presence and location of pedestrian crosswalks; 

• pedestrian walking distances (see Chapter 1); 
• north arrow; 

• adjacent land use; 

• presence and location of roadside angled or parallel parking; 

• distance to nearest driveway upstream from the intersection on each approach and 
departure; and 
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• spacing between intersections, measured from the stop bar of the upstream intersection 
to the stop bar of the downstream intersection along a given roadway link (if the analysis 
is not for an isolated intersection). 

Some factors may not apply to all cases, but the above list includes most significant roadway 
details. The figures below are examples that show most necessary information for an 
intersection and an interchange, respectively. 

Lane Width 12' common 
Tum Radii 35' common 
No pedestrian features 

Length 200' 

Church 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

J1[L 
------------------ r 

p~ 
-----------------~ ~ ,----<... I 

I 

120' 1 
Wendy's 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fast Food 

0 I 
' I 
' I 
: I 

i f 
J : 

Tum Radii 35' common 
No pedestrian features 

I 

I 

I Cross St. 
I 
I 
I 
I Vacant 
I 
I 
: Length 150' 

! 
I 
~ -....---

±. ::---7"'--
~!;· ~~~====== Main St. 

Stop bar 

Vacant 

&Z 

Left-turn treatment: 
P Protected 
p Permitted 
P/p Prot/Perm 

Vacant 

Auto Sales 

Left-tum treatment: 
P - Protected 
p Permitted 
P/p Prot/Perm 



An important roadway measure statistic not shown in the figure above is the spacing 
between signalized intersections along a given roadway to be analyzed. This information is 
necessary if coordination is intended or possible between two or more intersections. The 
distance is measured as the length along the roadway between the stop bars of successive 
intersections. The figure below highlights the required reference points for this distance. 

Intersection, Spacing (i~ feetU II 

I 
m I 

7111 
Stopb?lll 

Intersection 1 
Stop bar i 

Intersection 2 

An additional consideration in exam1010g diamond interchange geometry is thorough 
documentation of interior geometry and how the interior is "fed" by the arterial approaches 
to the interchange. The interchange's ability to process left turns is influenced as much by 
the arterial approach geometry and left-tum storage space as it is by the lane assignment and 
storage space in the interior. The figure below illustrates important points to consider. 

_J l __ J L 
Length of exterior left-tum 
storage bay (if applicable) 

Alignment of lanes 
through all intersections 
(applies throughout the 

interchange) 

Signal Timing Information 

II 
Several important details about an intersection's/interchange's signal timing are essential for 
analyzing existing conditions. An engineer must also consider the capabilities and features of 
the control hardware in the field prior to strategy development. Other details about the 
interchange include the type of infrastructure at the intersection, which includes: signal 
heads, controller cabinets, and other devices. 
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Left-Tum Treatment 
The presence of a designated left-tum bay within the interior of the interchange allows 
special consideration to be given to this movement. Observation of the intersection in the 
field will reveal its current mode of operation. 

The left-tum bay may be controlled with either a three- or five-section signal head. A 
separate three-section head limits the type of phasing to either protected or permitted only. 
A five-section signal head display will allow a protected/ permitted left tum which can be 
used to increase the performance and flexibility of the approach. Field observation of left
tum operations will verify the type of operation. If no separate indication for left-tum 
vehicles exists ~.e., the only signal heads for each approach are the two, three-section heads 
called for by the MUTCD [l]), permitted operations are virtually always present unless 
signing indicates that there is a protected tum on green ~.e., no conflicting vehicles are 
present, as in "split phase" operation). If a left-tum treatment of a particular type is desired 
and the hardware and/ or geometry are not capable of accommodating the required display, 
either the timing strategy will have to be changed or new hardware or geometry will have to 
be installed in the field. 

Mode of Operation 
Current practice for signalized intersection timing calls for the use of one of three methods: 
pretimed, semi-actuated, or fully actuated control The type of controller affects the type of 
timing plan that can be implemented. The timing strategies that may be applied are a 
function of the type and capability of the controller and the operational requirements of the 
intersection [28]. Most new controllers are actuated controllers that can execute any of these 
types of control 

Basic pretimed, also known as fixed time, strategies can be used when traffic at the 
intersection is relatively steady day to day. These plans utilize a fixed cycle length, phase 
sequence, and phase lengths to serve traffic. Different timing plans may be programmed to 
deal with fluctuations in traffic volume throughout the day and to implement patterns that 
will serve traffic demands. A consistent cycle length and a continuous repetition of the same 
sequence of signal indications characterizes pretimed operation. The cycle times and phase 
splits are easily measured and recorded using a stopwatch. If an interchange is currently 
operating in pretimed mode, it may not have vehicle detectors that are required for actuated 
operation. Pretimed solutions are effective where volumes follow repeatable patterns. 

Semi-actuated control is characterized by a background cycle length that, as with pretimed 
mode, can be measured using a stopwatch. The difference in comparison to pretimed mode 
is that some phases may be skipped, shortened, or lengthened depending on how many 
vehicles are queued over the loop detectors for each phase. What is consistent from cycle to 
cycle is the cycle length and the fact that the main street through phases ~.e., phases 2 and 6) 
will always appear in the phase sequence. A uniform reference point for measuring the cycle 
length is the beginning of the phase 2 or phase 6 pedestrian "DON'T WALK" indication. 
A stopwatch measuring the time from the beginning of the phase 2 "DON'T WALK" of 
one cycle to the beginning of the phase 2 "DON'T WALK'' indication of the next cycle has 
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recorded the cycle length of a semi-actuated controlled intersection. The beginning of the 
phase 2 "DON'T WALK" is also the offset reference point. The offset between the 
coordinated intersections is the difference in time between the start of phase 2 "DON'T 
WALK" at one intersection to the start of phase 2 "DON'T WALK" at the next 
intersection. If "DON'T WALK" indications are not present, reference the beginning of 
the phase 2 yellow interval. 

Actuated control is used at locations where traffic is less predictable and where demand can 
vary significantly. Actuated control utilizes input from detectors and logic within the 
controller to adjust green times to serve demand inputs. The standard eight-phase controller 
with an actuated control strategy allows the use of phases in any sequence provided 
opposing movements are separated. The signal controller can also omit phases if detectors 
indicate no demand for a particular movement. This capability can benefit the competing 
movements and the entire intersection by reducing the time requited for servicing the 
movements with demand. The main advantage of actuated control is that the cycle length is 
allowed to vary to meet traffic demands. Reduced cycle lengths are desirable attributes for 
isolated interchange control [5]. 

Fully actuated mode operates without the constraint of a fixed cycle and can only be 
implemented within a single controller. Phase start and duration are determined by the 
presence of vehicles over loop detector sensors in the pavement. Internal controller logic 
maintains a background phase pattern, called a ring structure, so conflicting movements are 
not displayed simultaneously. A phase is initiated by the detection of a vehicle over the 
approach sensor. This initial detection provides a minimum green for the movement. As 
the detector continues to collect demand, vehicles activate the detector and "calls" are placed 
to increase the green time, or phase time, by a given amount of time, known as the "passage 
time." This process is continued until there is a sufficient gap in the demand to warrant 
ending the phase, or the maximum green time is reached. At this time, this phase will 
terminate (through yellow change and the all red clearance) if there are vehicles waiting on 
conflicting approaches. If there are no vehicles waiting on conflicting phases, this phase will 
remain green until the time that a vehicle does pass over a detector on a conflicting phase. 
This type of a system is heavily dependent on the detectors for operation. If detectors fail, it 
will be necessary to adjust the controller to always cause a phase to display Q.e., be set to 
"recall") for at least the minimum time for each phase experiencing detection failure. 

Speed and Travel Time 
When analyzing multiple signalized intersections and/ or interchanges, it is necessary to have 
information not only about the length and features of roadways that join the 
intersection(s)/interchange(s), but also about the speed of travel between the signalized 
junctions. In the case of PASSER V, such information is requited when analyzing an artery 
with adjacent intersection, when analyzing an interchange, or when analyzing these elements 
in combination. Note that for purposes of coordinating intersections (rather than 
documenting system performance, which is mentioned later), the speed information 
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collected should be based only on driving that occurs at a driver's average chosen speed in 
traffic Q.e., it should not include delay at signals). 

The simplest technique for collecting speed data along the artery is to simply select vehicles 
in the traffic stream at the site and, using a stopwatch, time how long it takes each vehicle to 
travel from stop bar to stop bar at successive intersections. Combining this time 
information with knowledge of the distance between the intersections allows you to easily 
compute the speed. Of course, this requires that line of sight exists from a safe vantage 
point to the same-direction stop bars at adjacent intersections. 

The average speed between intersections can also be obtained using the floating car 
technique, though this requires much more data collection planning than the observation 
method. The floating car study is based on the average speed found to exist between two 
points by traveling within or following platoons of vehicles. The average speed is estimated 
from five to ten trial runs during off-peak traffic volume conditions and five to ten trial runs 
during each peak period condition. The speeds obtained should be free flowing speeds of 
platoons between stop bars at successive intersections. Trial runs during both off-peak and 
peak periods should be made to determine if different average speeds occur. Floating car 
speed studies are safely performed having two persons in the study vehicle; one person to 
concentrate on the driving, and the other person to record travel time information. 

Usable speed information can also be obtained from a speed study performed in the middle 
of the block between the study intersections. A variety of devices can be used to collect 
such data, including radar guns, traffic counting devices, and microwave traffic detectors. If 
no other information is available or can be collected about the average speed between 
intersections, the posted speed limit should be recorded and used in analyses. 

Note that speed and/ or travel time data are also required between the two intersections that 
make up any interchanges that you analyze. The best methods for collecting travel time 
information between the stop bars of the two interchange intersections are the 
observation/ stopwatch technique and the floating car technique. 

The final speed elements that pertain to intersections and interchanges are the speeds (and 
travel times) between arterial intersections and the diamond interchange that are needed for 
diamond-arterial coordination. 

Additional Information 
In addition to the above classes of information, which are primarily designed around the 
input information required by traffic analysis software, there may also be a need to collect 
information about how well the current system is operating. These data may be collected to 
determine the level of service (LOS) of the existing arterials or intersections, to calibrate and 
compare against results produced by the analysis tool, or to document the overall impacts of 
mobility (l.e., overall fuel consumption or emissions information). Typical studies 
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performed for these reasons include delay studies, which involve recording the number of 
vehicles in queue for each intersection approach at a set time interval; travel time studies, 
which usually involve driving a probe vehicle along the study arterial and either manually or 
electronically recording travel time between intersections; or a combination of both of these 
studies to gain an overall understanding of arterial system performance. Detailed 
information about performing both types of studies can be found in the Manual qf 
T mnsportation Engineering Studies [29]. 
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PASSER V - 2003 

An £'a!j-llJ-use Windows gaphical userinteifcu:e allows you to quickjy ~arterials 
and/ or diamond intelrhanges with thir new srjbmre. 

I 
n this chapter we will discuss the PASSER V program's user interface and the 
optimization features of the software. With its broad range of applicability, PASSER V 
can be considered an upgrade and replacement for the PASSER II and PASSER III 
programs that precede it, in that PASSER V contains the analytical capabilities of both 

tools. In addition, PASSER V contains a number of new analytical tools that will provide 
further insight into the traffic engineering operations problems you analyze. 

Installing PASSER V 
Install PASSER V on your computer by inserting the PASSER V CD in your CD drive and 
allowing the installation process to execute automatically. If the installation process does not 
begin automatically, navigate to your CD drive using Windows Explorer and double-click on 
the 'setup.exe' file. Once the installation process begins, a splash screen appears with the 
Texas Transportation Institute (the program's developer) logo. Click on 'Next' to advance 
to an installation screen telling you to exit other applications before installing PASSER V. 
After exiting other open applications, click 'Next.' 

At the next screen, enter your username and company name, followed by a click on 'Next.' 
The default folder for PASSER V installation is C:\PASSER V-03. It is recommended that 
you retain this default install folder and click on 'Next' The next screen will tell you that 
PASSER V icons will be inserted into a program folder that the installation program creates 
(named Passer V-03). Once again, retain the default values and click on 'Next' At the next 
screen, confirm your installation settings and click on 'Next' The installation process will 
copy the PASSER V files onto your computer and install the program in Wmdows. The 
final installation screen you see will be a screen indicating the install is complete and asking if 
you would like to launch PASSER V as soon as you close the installation program. 
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Running PASSER V 
When you are ready to beg1n working with PASSER V, click on Start I Programs I Passer 
V-03 I PASSER V-03. You will see a screenshot like the one below. 1bis is the primary 
PASSER V work area, and it contains a primary file menu bar, a file access toolbar and a 
PASSER V function toolbar. The buttons on these toolbars provide all of the functions you 
need to create, edit, enter data for, and analyze signalized isolated intersections, intersections 
along an arterial roadway, and diamond interchanges. 

File Menu Bar 

File Access 
Toolbar 

PASSER V 
Function 
Tool bar 

File Menu Bar 
The PASSER V file menu bar contains the headings File, View, Window, and Help. From 
the File menu, you can start a new PASSER V file, open an existing file, close the current 
file, save the current file, or save the current file under a new name. With an active analysis 
case open in PASSER V, you can also print a hardcopy of the current window or create a 
report on your analysis. The final function accessible is the option to exit the program. 

The View menu allows you to show/ snap to the grid, set the grid point spacing, adjust 
drawing speed, toggle on/ off the view of node and link identification numbers, and zoom in 
and out of the PASSER V network editing window. The Window menu comes in handy 
when you are analyzing multiple projects simultaneously in PASSER V. With functions 
under this menu, you can minimize or arrange the windows for each analysis problem, or 
select the desired problem from the list of open files. Finally, the Help menu allows you to 
access the contents or index of the online help system, access the developer's homepage 
(which contains up-to-date information about PASSER V), and view information about 
PASSER V. 
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File Access Toolbar 
The PASSER V file access toolbar is designed to make it easy for you to close, open, and 
save files. Additional buttons allow you ease of control over the way multiple projects/ files 
are arranged in the PASSER V view window. By button click, you can choose to have 
multiple open files arranged in a cascade, horizontally, or vertically. The last item accessible 
under the file access toolbar is a zoom control, where you control the percentage of zoom, 
from 25% (zoom out) to 400% (zoom in). 

PASSER V Function Toolbar 
The final menu button bar is the PASSER V function toolbar. When starting a new file, the 
only accessible buttons are the Select, Two way, One way, and System buttons. The first 
data elements you should enter are available under the System button. Within the pop-up 
window that appears after you click on System, enter the project, agency, city name, state, 
and your name (as the analyst), and specify a run number. Under the Defaults tab, you can 
change average vehicle length, the feet per pixel represented in the PASSER V network 
editing window, the default cycle length range for your analysis and, eventually, the unit 
system you prefer (metric units are not yet supported in PASSER V). Note that it is 
necessary to click 'Update' to register the information you enter in PASSER V's input file. 

The Two way and One way buttons are used to create a representation of your network. 
Wherever two-way or one-way segments intersect, PASSER V will automatically create an 
intersection. Thus, the normal procedure is to draw the primary artery in the PASSER V 
window, and then follow by creating the appropriate number of cross streets. Use the 
PASSER V grid to approximate the location of your cross roadways when you first draw 
them. Notice that as you add roadway elements, additional buttons become accessible on 
the PASSER V function toolbar (see screenshot below). The Select and Move buttons can 
be used to update/ correct link lengths and/ or intersection locations . 

• 
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Notice by clicking on 'Select' and then clicking the mouse pointer over a node or link that 
you are presented with node or link information. In the case of a node, you can change the 
node's identification number and/ or its x- and y-coordinate information. Nodes that are 
displayed in red indicate that the node is either missing required input data (volumes, signal 
settings, etc.) or that there is a logical problem with the data entered for the node (i.e., sum 
of minimum green times for all phases is greater than the lower cycle length bound). 

For links, you can edit link length (from stop bar to stop bar), the travel speed along the link, 
intersection width, and link queue storage length (link length less the intersection width) for 
each travel direction. Keep in mind that the "drawing" of your network will remain the 
same (i.e., it is representational rather than "to scale''), even if you edit and change a link's 
length. Also, if you have manually edited a link to change its length and then you go back 
and move one of the nodes for that link, PASSER V will automatically recalculate a scaled 
length for the link. You will have to go back and re-edit the link length to re-enter the value 
you manually entered the first time. 

Once PASSER V has automatically created nodes at link junction points, you can select the 
Control button from the PASSER V function tool bar and click on a node (see figure 
below). It is within the Node Data window that appears that you enter the majority of the 
intersection volume, geometry, and signal control information for each intersection of your 
network. For each node, you specify the cycle length (usually left as the default value, and 
PASSER V will perform a cycle length analysis over the range of cycle lengths you specified 
earlier), offset (usually left blank for optimization), and area type where the signal is located. 
Next, you select the lane use/permitted movements from each lane, specify your input 
movement traffic flows, and select desired controller settings from the tabs provided within 
the Node Data window. Finally, you can choose to view a delay versus cycle length analysis 
for this intersection (after you have entered the required input data) or check on output 
MOEs for this intersection. 
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If you are entering data for more than one artery at a time, your network may resemble the 
one shown in the following figure. Keep in mind that even though you can enter data for all 
of the intersections in such a network, PASSER V will only analyze them on an artery-by
artery basis. 

• ,, 

If you do choose to code multiple arteries at once, you may find it helpful to click on the 
Subsystem burton from the function bar. A window/ dialog box similar to the one below 
will appear. By clicking on an artery name within this artery listing, you can see how 
PASSER Vis organizing your network into arterials. The selected arterial will be highlighted 
in red within the PASSER V main view screen if you click on 'Show' within the Subsystem 
window. 

~UB~YSTEM _ 

Attery List 

Arlery1 

Arle~y 2 
i--- Artery 3 

-Atlery5 
'···· Arlery 6 
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You can also use the Subsystem button/ menu to create "groups" of signals within an 
arterial. You might organize by groups to create logical groupings of controllers to mirror 
the way that your controllers are connected/ coordinated in the field or to allow for different 
cycle lengths/coordination plans along different portions of any given arterial roadway. To 
create a subsystem, simply type in a name for the grouping next to Artery Name in the 
Subsystem dialog box and click 'Add.' Then, click on each link that you want to include in 
the new subsystem you created, right-clicking the mouse when you are finished. As you 
create a subsystem, note that subsystems can only be composed of the links along one 
arterial roadway (i.e., subsystems are subsets of selected links along one artery). \Vhen you 
have finished the process of creating a subsystem, you can click on the Subsystem button 
again. You will notice that the artery along which you created a subsystem has a "plus" sign 
next to its name. Clicking on the plus sign will expand the subsystem listing (see figure 
below). 

(" SCJ!)fletwolk Lr.t Artery Nome 

r. Arterv List 

L .. Group 1 
Artery 2 

.. Artery 3 
.... Artery 5 
'···· Artery 6 

.---------
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Once you have completed data entry (traffic volumes, geometric details, signal parameters) 
for each intersection along an artery, the nodes for that artery should appear in light blue 
(versus red). If you think you have finished entering data for each node but one or more 
nodes remain red in color, review your input data for internal consistency. For example, is 
the sum of the minimum phase times greater than the lower bound of your cycle length 
range? Remove inconsistencies or coding errors until all nodes are ready for analysis Q.e., 
light blue in color). 

\Vhen you are ready to perform your optimization on your artery/arteries, click on the Tools 
button of the PASSER V function toolbar. From the dialog box that appears you can select 
the first arterial or subsystem from the list on the left side and then choose the type of 
analytical tool you want to use. If you are analyzing an arterial or subsystem (where no 
sections are specified as a Texas diamond interchange), the tools available include PASSER 
II, GA (Genetic Algorithm) Optimizer, Volume Analysis, T-Sp (Time-Space) Diagram, and 
Delay/Cycle (Length) Analysis (see next figure). 
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If you choose the PASSER II tool, you will need to specify a cycle length range and an 
increment for successive runs. You will also need to specify the type of bandwidth 
(progression) you wish to establish, indicate whether or not you want PASSER II to try and 
fine-tune offsets to minimize delay, and indicate whether you want PASSER IT to output 
MOEs for each cycle length analyzed (or just for the optimal cycle length). After specifying 
all of these details, clicking on 'Run' will execute the PASSER II optimization engine and 
produce your output. A Summary Report is available to give general summary details 
(bandwidth, efficiency, attainability, delay, stops, etc.) for each cycle length analyzed, and a 
detailed report includes intersection-specific optimal signal settings and MOEs. Clicking on 
the T-Sp Diagram tab at this point will produce a time-space diagram for your PASSER IT 
best-efficiency solution (see below). 
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If you would rather use the GA Optimizer to produce a genetic algorithm derived solution 
for your arterial, click on the GA Optimizer tab. The GA Optimizer computes an optimal 
solution for delay or bandwidth (based on which you choose) by having "seed" or estimated 
solutions compete against one another to "filter" or "evolve" until a preferred solution 
emerges. Options for the GA Optimizer include specifying a cycle length range and 
increment and telling the optimizer whether or not you want to optimize phase sequence 
and offset for each intersection along the arterial (see below). Note that the reason the GA 
Optimizer gives you these options is that in certain situations, such as when analyzing an 
artery that includes a diamond interchange, you may want to optimize the diamond first, fix 
its signal settings, and then optimize the rest of the artery around the diamond. 
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The GA Optimizer can be adjusted by changing the GA Parameters underneath the Input 
tab or by altering the settings for the optimizer beneath the Adv. Options tab. However, it 
is recommended that you do not adjust these settings unless the GA Optimizer is having 
difficulty deriving an optimal solution for the artery you are analyzing. If this is the case, first 
try increasing the Num of Generations setting under the Input tab. Note that it usually takes 
longer to run the GA Optimizer than it takes to run a PASSER II analysis. The progress bar 
along the bottom of the Tools dialog will give you an idea of how quickly the optimizer is 
running your analysis. 

As with the PASSER II tool, the output for your analysis can be seen under the Summary 
Report and Detailed Report tabs. In this case, the GA Optimizer evolves to a single optimal 
solution, so only this solution's summary statistics are viewable in the Summary Report. To 
view a time-space diagram of the GA Optimizer-based solution, click on the T-Sp Diagram 
tab and click on 'Redraw.' Note that PASSER II and GA Optimizer solutions to the same 
arterial analysis will be different, but will usually have similar splits and cycle lengths if a 
Bandwidth-Based Fitness Routine is used by the GA Optimizer. 
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Note that if the artery you are currently analyzing contains a diamond interchange, you 
cannot use the PASSER II tool. Therefore, you must use the GA Optimizer tool to have 
PASSER V generate optimal timings. As stated earlier, you will usually optimize the 
interchange first (probably using the PASSER III tool), fix its signal settings, and then 
analyze the artery's remaining intersections using the GA Optimizer. 

Additional tools available beyond the PASSER II and GA Optimizer tools for arterials 
include the Volume Analysis, T-Sp Diagram, and Delay/Cycle Analysis tools. The Volume 
Analysis tool (shown below) allows you to graph throughput for each cycle length you wish 
to analyze (you specify the range) and shows the current volume entered for the artery. 
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Note that the Volume Analysis tool does not incorporate the effects of progression between 
intersections. As a result, the junction of the Webster minimum delay/cycle length curve 
and the current volumes line indicates the cycle length necessary for the critical intersection 
in isolated mode. 

The Volume Analysis tool's Critical Movement tab (see screenshot below) can be used to 
identify which intersection movement (and at which intersection) is critical at each cycle 
length within the cycle length range you specify. This information can potentially be used to 
help identify where geometric improvements (right- or left-tum bay improvements, etc.) 
might play a role in improving overall corridor mobility along the artery. 
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The T -Sp Diagram, or time-space diagram, tool within PASSER V is mentioned as an 
analysis tool because it can be used for purposes beyond showing the progression resulting 
from a PASSER II or GA Optimizer analysis. Offsets can be manually adjusted in the T -Sp 
Diagram tool so that you can see what affect different offsets at each intersection will have 
on your arterial roadway. In some instances, you may want to manually adjust a PASSER II 
or GA solution to create increasing bandwidth at successive downstream intersections, or 
you may want to ensure that at least some arterial green is available at each intersection to 
"clear out" the main approach before the arrival of the progression band. Once you have 
made the desired manual adjustments, clicking on 'Redraw' will show you the resulting 
progression. If you do opt to make manual offset adjustments, the T -Sp Diagram tool will 
indicate that the source of the currently displayed time-space diagram is manually adjusted 
settings (see next figure). If you wish to view the report of the current solution being 
displayed in the time-space diagram viewing window, click on the Summary or Detailed 
Reports tabs. Note that any manual adjustments to the time-space diagram will produce 
changes in the report's summary statistics and in the MOEs and controller settings output 
for the manually adjusted intersections. 
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The final tool available for an artery is the Delay/Cycle Analysis. This tool creates a delay (y
axis) versus cycle length (x-axis) curve for your artery and provides information about the 
range of cycle lengths that are likely to provide you with optimal or near-optimal arterial 
operation. System-wide average vehicle delay is provided both from PASSER V and (for 
comparative purposes) from the Highwqy Capacity Manual [6]. The figure below is a 
screenshot of a delay versus cycle length curve from PASSER V. This tool is useful for 
analyzing the effects of cycle length variation on delay. Offsets can be kept fixed or adjusted 
proportionally to account for any cycle length changes you wish to analyze. Note that if you 
adjust cycle length, you may no longer have optimum offsets for the new cycle length. 
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If your analysis includes a diamond interchange (which you specify by clicking on the link 
representing the interior of the interchange and checking the box at the bottom of the link 
edit dialog box for a diamond interchange), you also have access to the PASSER III 
optimization tool. PASSER III optimizes signal settings for the two intersections of the 
diamond using one of the three signal phasing schemes (Basic three-phase, Extended three
phase, or four-phase) used in Texas for these interchanges. Note that when a diamond 
interchange is specified along an artery, the PASSER II optimization tool is not available to 
optimize the overall artery; the GA Optimizer must be used. Also note that the PASSER III 
tool only appears in the tools list when the interchange (which exists as a subsystem along 
the artery) is selected as a subsystem. When using the PASSER III tool (see image below), 
you specify the cycle length range and increment for your analysis as well as the type of 
diamond interchange phasing you want (m any combination). If multiple phasing options 
are selected, PASSER III will determine which one produces the least delay for each cycle 
length analyzed. 
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As with the PASSER II tool, PASSER III produces both a summary report and a detailed 
report The summary report gives interchange-level details (delay, phasing sequence/ type 
for each cycle length analyzed, stops, presence of spillback, etc.) while the detailed report 
gives movement-specific MOEs and signal settings for the combination of cycle length and 
phasing type you select from the pull-down boxes at the top of the window. 

When you analyze any subsystem, including a diamond interchange, note that you still have 
access to most of the analysis tools available from PASSER V. Diamond interchanges, like 
other subsystems of signals along the arterial, can be analyzed using the GA Optimizer. In 
this case, the GA Optimizer picks what it believes is the optimal diamond phasing sequence 
and cycle length for the interchange. This sequence (and cycle length) may be different than 
the optimal solution identified by PASSER III. Regardless of the source of the diamond 
solution, its arterial progression bands can be seen in T-Sp Diagram (see next figure). The 
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Volume Analysis and Delay/Cycle Analysis tools remain at your disposal as well. If you 
select the Volume Analysis Tool for an interchange, you will get a throughput analysis for 
each diamond interchange phasing type you specify (see second figure below). 
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Isolated Intersection 

Analysis 

Using PA5'.5ER V to~ an individual, or isolated, intersection. 

T he most simple type of optimization analysis you can perform using the tools 
available in PASSER V is for an isolated intersection. But, before you start 
PASSER V, make sure that you have all of the input data you need (geometric 
details, traffic volume data, and signal settings) well organized and within reach. 

When you are ready to start PASSER V, double-click on the program icon (if you created 
one) or click on Start from the Windows taskbar, select Programs, Passer V-03 folder, and 
the PASSER V-03 program. Start a new analysis file/project by clicking on File I New from 
the file menu bar or by clicking on the "blank sheet" icon on the PASSER V file access 
toolbar. Then, click on the System icon from the PASSER V function toolbar and enter 
your project, agency, and analyst name information. Activate the background grid by 
selecting View from the file menu bar and clicking on 'Show Grid.' 

Geometry Data Entry 
You actually begin using PASSER V when you draw links in the main PASSER V editing 
window. In this case, you will draw an east-west roadway (two way) about 2000 ft long 
(PASSER V displays the length of the link you are actively creating in the lower left comer 
of your screen, next to the axis coordinate display), and then draw a north-south roadway 
(two way, also 2000 ft long) that intersects the east-west roadway near the center of both 
roadways. When you are finished, your screen will look like the figure on the next page. 
Notice from your computer screen that PASSER V automatically numbers the nodes of the 
network as you create them, and that the intersection between the two roadways you drew 
has been automatically created as a signalized intersection along both arteries. The circle, or 
node, representing this intersection is red in color to indicate that input data entry for the 
node (i.e., geometric details, turning movements, and signal setting information) has either 
not been started or is not yet complete. 
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Since our current analysis is for an isolated intersection, we are finished "creating" links and 
nodes for the network. Next, we focus on the internal, signalized intersection node and the 
types of informacion we need to enter for this node. Click on the Control button from the 
PASSER V function toolbar and then click on the internal node . 

' .. • ""'" 

t' 

A Node Data dialog box with data entry tabs will appear for the node (see figure below), and 
you will use the tabs within this dialog to enter your input data and get your isolated 
intersection signal settings from PASSER V. The example problem we will use for this 
analysis is the intersection of S.W. Military Drive and South Presa in San Antonio, Texas. 
An intersection plan view on the next page shows all available facts at our disposal 
concerning the signalized intersection. We will be coding volumes for the PM peak hour. 
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Note that though the data shown are adequate for purposes of generating output using 
PASSER V (i.e., it shows volumes, number of lanes, lane usage, lane widths), it is incomplete 
in meeting all requirements for a complete signalized intersection analysis. Additional data 
that would make it possible to do a thorough analysis include shoulder presence and width 
(lf any), pedestrian signal locations, presence and location of pedestrian push buttons, signal 
displays for each approach and left-tum bay, driveway locations close to the intersection, etc. 
It is essential that thorough data are at your disposal when conducting any signalized 
intersection analysis - the quality of your intersection reconunendations is dependent on 
your ability to incorporate all pertinent factors affecting intersection safety and operation. 

To begin your input data entry, review the fields at the top of the Timing Data tab/folder 
within the Node Data dialog box. Note that this intersection is not located within the CBD 
(central business district, or downtown area) of San Antonio. Also note that because this is 
an isolated intersection analysis, we do not need to worry about NEMA 2 phase direction, 
offset reference direction, or offset value information for coordination. 

Begin your data entry by clicking in the Lane Assignment field for the eastbound movement. 
A new window appears, prompting you for information about all of the lanes of the 
eastbound approach to the intersection. In this case, there are a total of four lanes. The 
leftmost lane is a left-tum bay, the middle two lanes are for through movements only 
(selectable by clicking in the check boxes beneath the lane), and the right lane is for through 
and right-tum movements. Make sure to enter in the 148-foot length for the left-tum bay 
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and the appropriate lane widths for each lane. Note also that we are assuming level grade 
for this approach, no bus stops in the peak hour, and no on-street parking maneuvers. 
When you are finished with geometric data entry for the eastbound approach, your 
approach entry window should look like the one below. 
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It is important to note at this point that there is a relationship between the right-turning 
geometry you enter into PASSER V and the volume you will enter later for the right-turning 
movement. Essentially, we want to have our analysis account for right turning on red 
vehicles, and ensure that we enter only the right-turning volume in PASSER V that actually 
uses a portion of the approach phase time. For each of the possible right-tum geometries 
shown in the chart on the next page, guidance is given to help you determine what right
turning volume to enter in PASSER V. In some cases, especially where a full right-tum bay 
or lane is present, you should not enter any right-tum volume into PASSER at all, and code 
the approach such that no right-tum movement exists. In other words, if all right-turning 
vehicles are handled by their own lane or as right turns on red (i.e., they do not use signal 
green time to get through the intersection), code PASSER V so that there is no right-tum 
movement for that approach. Note that this rule of thumb is for isolated intersections only; 
in cases where right-tum bays or channels exist along a coordinated arterial, you will want to 
enter at least some right-turning volume so that the flow, or "profile," of right-turning traffic 
reaches the next intersection in your network (for proper delay calculations). 

Repeat this procedure for each of the other three approaches to the intersection, entering in 
the correct number of lanes, appropriate lane movements, lane widths, and left-tum bay 
presence and length. When you have finished with this approach data entry step, your Node 
Data dialog box/window should look like the screenshot on the next page. 
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Right Tum Geometry Queuing Condition 
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Volume Data Entry 
Our next step is to enter the volumes (m vehicles per hour, or vph) for each approach's 
turning movements. Note that the volumes you enter here do not need to be adjusted for 
peak hour factor (see Chapter 2) effects; we will enter peak hour factors for each movement 
later in the data entry process. Since we are using the PM peak volumes, enter the volumes 
149, 676, and 147 for the left, through, and right volume fields, respectively, for the 
eastbound approach. Then, enter the volumes for the movements on the other three 
approaches. When you are finished, your Node Data window should look like this: 

~==:::;------; ...Lei~ 
Contmllerld b ~~o~~":~nCon~oller ControllerType NEMA2 .------f...,.O;d_ .. • .... L.Offsengthet_lo90 ~ ~.' 
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Our next task is to select the appropriate Movement Type for each of our left-tum 
movements. To review the available options, click in the Movement Type field for the 
eastbound left (EBL). A pull-down box with the options shown below will appear. 

luning Data I Sat. Flow Oala I Optimizetion Data I Delay 

Movement EBL EBT lEBA 

Lane Assicnment 1 3 1 l Volume (vph) 149 676 i 97 ..• 
Movement Type Prot ... Prot Prot i 
Left-turn Phasing Ferm I 
Overl11p? Frot+Per Yes l 
Minimum Green [sec) So lit 

6 I_?_ •. .. hi .. 
Yellow (sec) 3 : 3 13 

Red Oearance [sec) 1 ' 1 ~ 1 I 
Lost Time [sec) 4 ,4 

Green Splits [%) 0 0 ~ ~ 
Green Splits (sec l 0 :o _lo __ l 
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The available left-turning movement types having the following meanings: 

• Perm. Permitted left turns under a "green ball" indication; left turners must find 
acceptable gaps in the opposing traffic stream before making their maneuver. 

• Prot. Protected, or exclusive, left-tum movement under a "green arrow'' indication. 
Left-turning vehicles have right of way to make their maneuver. 

• Prot+ Perm. Combination of permitted and protected left turns; a portion of this 
approach's left-tum time is under a protected green arrow and a portion is available for 
permitted maneuvers. If lagging protected left-tum phases are used, be aware of the 
possibility of a "yellow trap" (see Chapter 1) emerging. 

• Split. "Split Phased" operation, wherein the left and through movements for an 
approach are programmed into the controller to begin and end simultaneously. Usually 
used for minor street approaches where left-turn paths from opposing directions 
overlap. 

For our example isolated intersection, the eastbound and westbound approach's left-turning 
vehicles have to cross three opposing lanes of traffic. As it is usual engineering practice to 
only allow permitted left turns across no more than two opposing lanes, the eastbound and 
westbound approaches are protected only. Click in the data entry field for each of these 
movements and select 'Prot' Our northbound and southbound approach's left turners only 
face two opposing through lanes (and we have no other data to indicate that permitted left 
turns should not be allowed), so select 'Prot+ Perm' for these approaches. 

In general, it may be necessary to reduce the amount of right-turning volume you enter into 
PASSER V due to right turns on red, the presence of a right-tum channelized island, and/ or 
a right-tum bay. If there is a right-tum channelized island or bay, it does not necessarily 
mean that the right-tum volume should not be included in PASSER V. If a queue for the 
through movement on the approach blocks access to the right-turn channel or bay, then the 
amount of right-turning traffic (number of vehicles per hour) blocked by the queue should 
be entered into PASSER Vas right-turning volume. 

Reduce the right-turning vehicles per hour (vph) to zero volume due to right tum on red for 
the northbound and westbound approaches. The low right-turning and through volume on 
the northbound approach means that there will be ample opportunity for all right turners to 
clear on red. The very low right-turning volume on the westbound approach can easily be 
served as RTOR, even though the through volume is relatively high (you would have to 
observe any intersection you study to verify the number of possible right turns on red). 

However, on the southbound approach the right-turn volume was sufficiently high (even 
though the through volume was low) that we did not feel that all vehicles could make 
RTOR, so we reduced the 150 vph turning right by an estimated 75 RTOR to come up with 
75 vph for the right tum that we entered into PASSER V. Finally, on the eastbound 
approach both the through and right volume were high. Therefore, we only reduced the 
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147 vph right-tum volwne by an estimated 50 RTOR, and entered 97 vph as right-tum 
volwne in PASSER V. When your adjustments to right-tum volwne are complete, your 
screen should look like the one below. 
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Signal Settings Data Entry 
We will now focus our attention on the signal settings/parameters that we must enter into 
PASSER V. The first selection we must make is whether each left-tum phase leads 
(precedes in the signal sequence) the opposing through phase. Since this is an isolated 
intersection Q.e., coordination needs do not lead us to prefer one phasing sequence over 
another), we will pick "Lead" for all of our approaches. Leading left turns are the "default" 
Jeft-turn treatment due to their location in NEMA dual-ring operation, and leading Jeft turns 
have the added advantage of avoiding the "yellow trap" issue for our southbound and 
northbound protected+pennitted left turns. 

The next phasing option is whether or not to allow each approach's through movement to 
"Overlap," or run simultaneously with the through movement from that same approach. If 
you do allow overlap, the lower volwne left-tum phase on a given roadway will terminate 
early, allowing the opposing through to begin early. This allows the through 
phase/ movement to run for some time with its left turn before that left-tum phase ends or 
reaches its maximwn, at which time the other through phase/ movement will begin (in 
leading left-tum situations). If Overlap is not allowed, the leading left turns will begin and 
end together before the through phases/ movements begin. Generally speaking, allowing 
Overlap operation is more efficient than not allowing the overlap to occur. At our 
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intersection, allow the Overlap by selecting 'Yes' (the default) for all four approaches. At 
this point, your Node Data screen/window should look like the figure below . 
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Minimum green times in PASSER V are either the minimum green time you would enter 
into a controller for vehicular phasing (based on driver requirements, setback detector 
location, etc.) or, where there are no pedestrian buttons, the combination of the pedestrian 
walk and clearance times. If there are no pedestrian buttons (which would activate pre
programmed pedestrian phases with their own minimum ''WALK" and flashing "DON'T 
WALK" clearance times), the sum of the pedestrian walk and clearance times will likely be 
greater than the vehicular minimum green time and should be entered. In other words, if 
the intersection does not include pedestrian buttons, you need to ensure the minimum phase 
times you enter into PASSER V are adequate for pedestrians as well as vehicles. 

We will assume there are no pedestrian buttons at our intersection, and we will compute 
pedestrian minimum phase time as 7 seconds of walk plus the result of roadway width 
divided by an average walking speed of 4 feet per second. For the northbound through 
phase, this equation results in a minimum pedestrian phase time of 7 + 
(12+11 +12+13+12+11 +14)/4 = 28.25, or 29 seconds. After computing and entering the 
minimum pedestrian phase times for all approaches, your screen should resemble those in 
the next screenshot Note that the MUTCD [1) indicates that a pedestrian walk signal 
should be active for 7 seconds unless conflicting phases need added green time; in such 
situations, 4 seconds can be used as the pedestrian walk time. 

Another consideration that affects the entered minimum green time is whether or not your 
agency allows you to simultaneously clear the vehicular and pedestrian portions of a phase 
(i.e., simultaneous vehicular yellow ball indication and pedestrian flashing "DON'T 
WALK''). If your agency allows this (note: the MUTCD [1] does not prohibit you from 
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allowing it), then subtract the phase's yellow change interval time from the minimum green 
time and enter the result into PASSER V. Remember to check the minimum green time 
after subtracting the yellow change interval time from the minimum green time (for 
pedestrian requirements) to ensure that the sum of the pedestrian walk and clearance times, 
less the yellow change interval, remains greater than the minimum green for vehicular 
requirements. 
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The last elements of data entry necessary for an isolated intersection are the Yell ow (change 
interval) and Red Clearance interval times. Recall from Chapter 1 that yellow change and all 
red clearance times are dependent on the speed and grade on each approach and on the 
intersection's width in that approach's direction of flow. Assuming a speed of 45 mph on 
S.W. Military (our east-west street) and 35 mph on S. Presa (our north-south street), we 
come up with yellow change and red clearance times of 4.31 and 1.35 seconds (see tables in 
Chapter 1) for S.W. Military and 3.57 and 2.14 seconds on S. Presa. Since PASSER V 
cannot accept non-integer inputs for the phase times, we will interpret the change and 
clearance intervals as 5 seconds of yellow change plus 1 second of red clearance for S.W. 
Military and 4 seconds of yellow change plus 2 seconds of red clearance for S. Presa. Note 
that though we changed the allocation of time between the yellow change interval and red 
clearance interval slightly for each roadway, we made sure that the sum of the two for each 
roadway was at least as large as the sum called for by the tables in Chapter 1. When you are 
finished, your Node Data window should look like the screenshot on the next page. 
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The final detail we need to check under the Timing Data tab is the Lost Time entry in 
seconds for each phase. Lost time represents the loss in signal efficiency that results from 
(hopefully) no vehicles moving through the intersection at the end of a phase (say, during 
the red clearance interval) and the fact that no vehicles are moving through the intersection 
when any approach first receives a green signal indication (i.e., it takes motorists a few 
seconds to react to a green indication, take their foot off of the brake, and begin 
accelerating). As 4 seconds is a good estimate of lost time, we will leave this (default) value 
in place. 

The next step is to advance to the Sat. Flow Data tab (i.e., the next tab) within the Node 
Data window. A screenshot of this tab/folder is shown below. The items we will need to 
check and/ or modify here include the peak hour factor, the growth factor, the ideal 
saturation flow rate, and the truck (heavy vehicle) percentage. 
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First, we will examine the peak hour factor (PHF). Note from our discussions in Chapter 2 
that PHF is a ratio of the total hourly volume (or flow rate) to the hourly flow rate within the 
peak 15 minutes of the peak hour. If this ratio is less than 0.85, then volumes within the 
peak hour fluctuate significantly enough that you definitely need to incorporate the PHF 
into your analysis. By entering the PHF, you essentially ''bump up" the hourly flow rate to 
account for heavy volume during the peak 15-minute period within the peak hour. For our 
example problem, we do not have PHF information Q.e., we have hourly counts and would 
need 15-minute counts to compute the PHF), so enter 0.90 so that at least some variability is 
accounted for in your analysis. 

The next item to check is the growth factor. This is a convenient way for you to examine 
the affects of future growth on your signal and intersection. Entering a factor of 1.20 means 
that intersection volumes have "grown" by 20 percent. Since our volumes are current and 
we are developing timings for present operations, we will leave this value as 1.00. 

The next setting that we can change for each movement is the default, or ideal, saturation 
flow rate. Since 1900 pcphgpl is the currently adopted value for the industry [6], you will 
only want to change the ideal value if some local factor (sight distance problems, usual curb 
radius, etc.) that we have not already included on our analysis affects traffic in such a way as 
to reduce the speed and flow rate at which motorists are willing to drive. 

Finally, we need to enter the heavy vehicle, or truck, percentage for each of our approaches. 
From our diagram/plan view of the intersection, our truck percentages are 1 percent for 
each approach. Once you have entered this value for all movements, you have finished data 
entry for this isolated intersection and your screen will look like the screenshot below . 
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Click on the Update button at the bottom of the Node Data window and the saturation 
flow rates will be adjusted to account for the change in the truck percentage. Then, go back 
to the Timing Data tab/folder and look at the green splits that PASSER V calculated for the 
intersection (see screenshot below). These are the optimal splits for a 90-second cycle! 
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Now, we want to go to the Delay vs. Cycle Analysis tab/folder to see if a 90-second cycle is 
really the optimal Q.e., least delay) cycle length for the PM peak at this intersection. You will 
see a graph just like the one below. Notice that minimum delay actually occurs around an 
85-second cycle length rather than 90 seconds. 
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To change the cycle length for this intersection, simply click on the Cycle Length text box in 
the upper right comer and type in "85" and then click on the Update button at the bottom 
of the screen. If you review the splits under the Timing Data folder, you will see that they 
have changed for the new cycle length. 

If you would like to see a phase indication color-coded phasing diagram for your 
intersection, click on the Controller tab/folder. Phasing splits are shown for each phase in 
NEMA ring order, and yellow change and red clearance intervals are shown in proportion to 
their duration within each green split A screenshot of this diagram can be found at the top 
of the following page. 

Finally, you will want to review the measures of effectiveness, for your timing solution. 
MOEs are found under the Signal MOEs tab/folder and include delay (seconds per vehicle), 
level of service (LOS) [6] based on delay, v / c (volume to capacity) ratio, LOS based on v / c 
ratio, stops (per vehicle), average and maximum queue length (vehicles), and fuel 
consumption (gallons per hour) for each of the movements at your intersection. Make sure 
that you always check the MOEs to ensure that no movement or phase is experiencing a 
disproportionate amount of average delay or queue length. A screenshot of the Signal 
MOEs folder is shown on the next page for your reference. 
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Diamond Interchange 

Analysis 

Using PASSER V to op~ timing/or a sigpa¥ diamond interchange. 

N 
ow that you have worked through an example problem for an isolated 
intersection, you are familiar with the PASSER V user interface and the locations 
of most of the data entry points within the program. Our next exercise will 
analyze a diamond interchange with a single controller. As a result of working on 

this problem, you will know how to code links that form an arterial roadway as well as how 
to analyze the special operational issues associated with diamond interchanges. 

The diamond interchange we will use as our example is the diamond located at the junction 
of the East Bypass, SH6, and Harvey Road (FM 30) in College Station, Texas. The 
following two figures provide the geometric and turning movement details for the 
interchange. 

... ......................................... ,. 
Harvey Rd. 

SH 6 
(East Bypass) 

Protected+ 
Permitted 
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Start PASSER V and create a new file. To make sure we are ready to save our work at any 
time, go ahead and click on 'File' and then 'Save As' and give this file the name "Diamond." 
Next, click on the System function button and enter in the project name, organization and 
your name. Then, click on the Two Way button from the function toolbar and draw a 2000-
foot long east-west roadway for Harvey Road. Then, click on the One Way button (since 
we will be drawing one-way frontage roads) and draw a southbound frontage roadway such 
that it intersects Harvey Road about 3 grid squares (each grid square is 200 ft by default) to 
the left of center. Finally, draw a northbound frontage road such that it intersects Harvey 
Road 3.5 grid squares to the right of the southbound frontage road. When you are finished, 
your screen should look like the image below. 

· .... ; . .. 
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We next need to "clean up" the geometric details of the two-way link that joins the two sides 
of the diamond together. Click on the Select button from the function bar and click on the 
blue (mterior) link of the interchange. A link Data dialog box/window will appear where 
you edit properties of the link joining the two intersections. You will notice that PASSER V 
has automatically computed a length of 700 ft for the link based on the scale at which you 
drew the interchange. However, our true stop bar to stop bar distance along the arterial is 
720 ft. Edit the link length in each direction and make it 720 ft Then, edit the speed value 
from the default 30 mph to the 40 mph at our interchange. Check your intersection width 
values and enter 36 ft for the left intersection and 24 ft for the right intersection. Based on 
default frontage road lane geometry and the speed we entered, PASSER V has automatically 
calculated some parameters for the interior of the interchange, including the actual queue 
storage distance in the interchange interior and the travel time from one side of the diamond 
to the other (see figure below). When you have finished reviewing these details, click 'OK' 

:::J Ln< 10 r- Artery Name !Aitory 1 

Node3 -> 6;- ---------------

Ln< Length jno- loel Intersection Wrdh rs- leel Storage Length jsar- leel 

Travel Time 

[

NodeS·> 

Link Length jno- loel 

Ln<Spoed ~ lll!lh 

Intersection Wrdh ~ leel Storage Length ~ feel 

Travel Time 

S.how Diamond Data 

Notice that even though we changed the link distance, the nodes and links did not 
reposition themselves in our network plan view in PASSER V. This is an important point 
with respect to the PASSER V network editing window - changes in the graphic editor will 
result in changing link lengths in the data set; however, changing details in the data set 
(which PASSER V does retain and use for analytical purposes) by typing in new values in 
the Link Data dialog box does not result in a repositioning of network features in the user 
interface. 

The next step in coding a diamond interchange is to "tell" PASSER V that the link between 
the two intersections is the interior link of an interchange. Click on the Select button and 
click on the interior link. At the bottom of the link Data dialog box/window, you will see a 
check box labeled Diamond using One Controller. By placing a check mark in this box (by 
clicking on the box) you let PASSER V know to treat the two intersections joined by this 
link as a diamond interchange. After you have clicked on the check box, click on the button 
labeled "Show Diamond Data." A Node Data window appears (see next page). 
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Notice from the figure above that the node data required by both intersections of the 
interchange are displayed simultaneously. A vertical red line separates the input data for one 
intersection from the other intersection. Another feature that makes an interchange 
different from a regular intersection is that a Diamond Phasing select box is available near 
the bottom center of the Node Data window. Using this selection box, you can tell 
PASSER V which phasing sequence you wish to use at this interchange. Note that only one 
selection is possible here, but when you optimize the interchange you can have PASSER V 
analyze all three options to find the most optimal signal timing solution. Also note that if 
you select the "Four Phase" option, a second editing box appears to the right. This box 
allows you to adjust the four-phase transition overlap time (also known as the internal 
overlap or the travel time overlap) from the PASSER V-calculated default value if you 
choose to do so. However, if you do make adjustments to this value make sure that you do 
not make the overlap greater than the value automatically calculated by PASSER V (since 
this could result in arterial vehicles from one side of the interchange arriving at the interior 
of the second intersection before the light is green to receive them - a possible violation of 
driver expectancy depending on interchange spacing and previous operation mode). 

Similar to the data entry procedure that we used for an isolated intersection, we will now 
code the geometric, traffic volume/ turning movement and signal setting details for the 
interchange. Remember as you enter right-tum volumes to remove right-tum volumes for 
right-tum lanes and bays of adequate length (I.e., not blocked by the through vehicle queue) 
by telling PASSER V that there is no right-tum movement for that approach. If some right 
turns on red are consistently likely (I.e., where a right-tum channel is provided without a 
bay), be sure to factor down the right-tum volume you enter by the number of right turning 
on red vehicles you expect in the peak hour. After you have finished with the geometric and 
volume details, your screen should look like the one on the next page. 
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Next, we need to enter the signal setting details for the interchange. We will assume that this 
interchange has pedestrian push buttons, so we do not need to manually calculate walk and 
clearance times to come up with our minimum phase times. Right turns on red are allowed 
on all approaches, but there are shared lanes for our eastbound, northbound, and 
westbound right-turn maneuvers with no turn bays or channels. Also, since this is a 
diamond interchange, the frontage road through and left-turn phases are intimately tied 
together and begin and end at the same time. Ths resembles split-phase operation, so we 
will select "Split'' as our Movement Type for both frontage roads. 

Because this interchange has rather wide spacing (greater than 400 ft), we know that we will 
probably be using a three-phase timing sequence. Therefore, we need to make our Left-turn 
Phasing "Lag"ging. We want all phase time to be used flexibly, so we will allow all phases to 
overlap. Finally, our speed is 40 mph on all approaches, resulting ill yellow change intervals 
of 4 seconds and red clearance times that we will round up to 2 seconds. 

The final details you need to check are the peak hour factor and heavy vehicle percentage, 
which are found behind the Sat Flow Data tab. For this example we have not yet included 
the effects of peak hour factor on our volumes, so enter a value of 0.90 to account for some 
demand variability during the peak hour. Also, since our heavy vehicle percentage is 2 
percent on all approaches (which is also the PASSER V default), we do not need to make 
any changes to truck percentage. Data entry for the interchange is complete! 

Click back to the Timing Data tab and click on 'Update' at the bottom of the window. Splits 
for the movements at the interchange will be calculated and displayed. Keep in mind that 
these are splits based on one cycle length (shown in the upper right comer) and for only one 
of the three possible diamond interchange phasing sequences - we have not yet optimized 
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signal settings for the interchange. You can check under the Delay/Cycle Analysis tab to 
note that the default cycle length of 90 seconds actually experiences higher delay than cycle 
lengths around 55 seconds. The Controller tab will show you the splits for the interchange, 
and the Signal MOEs tab will give you delay and queue lengths for all of the movements in 
the interchange. 

Optimization 
The next step in our analysis of an isolated diamond interchange is optimization. PASSER 
V makes a number of tools available to help you analyze a diamond. To access these tools, 
click on 'OK' to close the Node Data window and click on the Tools button from the 
PASSER V button bar. A new window entitled Optimization/ Analysis Tools will appear. 
Within the left side of this window is a listing of the arteries in your network. In our case, 
only one artery exists, and it is the arterial portion of our interchange. Click on 'Artery 1 ', 
and the PASSER V interchange analysis tools tabs/folders will appear (see figure below). 
Note that the tools available are PASSER Ill (for analyzing diamond interchanges), GA 
Optimizer, Volume Analysis, T-Sp Diagram, and Delay/Cycle Analysis. 
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Since we do not know what cycle length range is most appropriate for our interchange, we 
should start by accessing the Delay/Cycle Analysis tab. Viewing its graph of cycle length (x
axis) versus delay (y-axis) we find that the optimal cycle length for the interchange is in the 
vicinity of 45 to 50 seconds. We can use this information to constrain the range of cycle 
lengths we analyze using other tools in PASSER V; a good range is probably 40 to 90 
seconds, with a 5-second increment (rather than the 40- to 120-second range used as the 
default in PASSER V). 



Next, let's look at the Volume Analysis tool. First, click on the 'Input Information' button 
beneath Volume Analysis and select a cycle length range of 40 to 90 seconds. Then, click on 
'Chart.' You will see that for this example problem, all three-phase (Extended and Basic 
three-phase overlap each other on this graph) timing plans provide adequate capacity, or 
throughput, for this interchange (i.e., current volumes shown in red are beneath the 
throughput capacity limit, shown in yellow). For four-phase timing plans, a cycle length of 
at least 70 seconds (the junction of the red line for existing volumes and the capacity of the 
four-phase timing plan for each cycle length) is necessary to accommodate our volumes. If 
you wish, you can review the Critical Movement Q.e., movement having the high v / c ratio 
for each phasing sequence at each cycle length) and Throughput (table of throughput 
capacities shown in the graph) tabs for details on each cycle length and sequence analyzed. 

Now that we know what cycle length range to analyze and we know in general that three
phase sequences have higher capacity than four-phase operation within our analysis range, 
we are ready to use PASSER ill to analyze the interchange. Click on the PASSER III tab, 
and underneath the Input tab change the cycle length range to 40 to 90 seconds. Next, 
review your phasing sequence options for the interchange. Since we know that three-phase 
sequences are more appropriate for this interchange, we could reasonably turn off the four
phase analysis. However, for our example problem we will leave all phasing sequence 
options active. Also, check the details for the interchange in both the eastbound and 
westbound directions along the arterial. Note that you can edit speed of travel if you wish, 
that link length is broken down into its storage length (between intersections) and 
intersection spacing (tntersection width) components, and that you can edit the travel time 
for the interior of the interchange if desired. Note that, especially for shorter interchange 
spacing, you do not want to increase the travel time, as this would result in (for a four-phase 
sequence) the platoon from an external approach on the arterial not having a green 
indication to receive them in the interior of the interchange - a potential violation of driver 
expectancy. However, you can decrease the travel time if you want the interior arterial 
approach of the interchange to start earlier with respect to the arrival of the platoon from 
the external arterial approach. 

After you review all of your input information, click on 'Run' to activate the PASSER ill 
optimization engine. A message will indicate that PASSER ill is running, and it will 
disappear when the analysis is complete. Click on the Summary Report button to look at 
your output, which is organized from lowest delay to highest delay, with cycle length and 
phasing sequence details given. As it turns out, a 50-second cycle length, Extended three
phase sequence has the lowest delay (see figure at the top of the next page). To get more 
detailed information about the least-delay solution, click on 'Detailed Report' and view the 
details under the Art. Summary, Timing Plan, and MOEs tabs. Note (under Art. Summary) 
that the solution provides good progression and that attainability is 100 percent Also note 
under MOEs that there is a wide discrepancy in the delays (LOS A to LOS E) experienced 
by different intersection movements. It is likely that a solution with a longer cycle length can 
help rectify these issues, even though average intersection delay will increase. 
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Click on the T -Sp Diagram tab to view a time-space diagram for the arterial within the 
interchange (see figure below). Note the T-Sp diagram shown is for the least delay solution, 
which for our case is the cycle length of 50 seconds and an Extended three-phase sequence. 
If you want to look at the time-space diagram for a different cycle length and/ or phase 
sequence, you need to go back to the PASSER ill tab under the Summary or Detailed 
Reports, right-click your mouse, and select the desired cycle length and phasing sequence. 
When you go back to the T-Sp Diagram tab, your selection's details will be displayed. Note 
from the figure that the source of the time-space diagram is PASSER Ill (i.e., PASSER ill's 
least delay solution). 
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Now that we know how PASSER III interprets optimal operations at our interchange, let's 
look at using the GA Optimizer on our interchange. Click on the GA Optimizer tab and 
adjust the cycle length range down to 40 seconds to 90 seconds. Under fitness routine, 
select Delay-based rather than Bandwidth-based since this is an isolated diamond (I.e., we are 
not trying to create progression along the arterial through this interchange). Under GA 
Parameters, leave the default values. Finally, under Diamond Phase Sequence and Offsets, 
choose 'Optimize phase sequences for all diamonds' and 'Optimize offsets for all signals.' 
Note that if we had chosen to not optimize phase sequence or offset, the GA Optimizer 
would have used the settings we chose for the diamond during data entry. Or, if we had 
opted to let the GA Optimizer optimize according to individual interchange settings, it 
would have optimized either or both depending on whether we "locked" phase sequence or 
offset during data entry. You can review these settings by clicking on the Control button 
from the button bar, clicking on a node of the diamond, and selecting the Optimization 
Data tab. Options for locking the diamond phase sequence and offset are found at the 
bottom of the window. 

Return to the GA Optimizer under the Tools button (If you left to check your diamond 
interchange input data) and check your settings. If you wish, you can click on the Adv. 
Options tab to change settings for the GA-based optimization (though this is not 
recommended). When you are ready, return to the Input tab (see next figure) under the GA 
Optimizer and click on 'Run.' 
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A progress bar at the bottom of the window indicates the optimization progress. When the 
optimization is complete, go to the Summary Report tab to see which cycle length and phase 
sequence the GA Optimizer selected. In our case, the optimal solution was the same 50-
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second cycle identified by PASSER III. Note, however, that the GA Optimizer and 
PASSER III may not always identify the same cycle length and/ or phase sequence as 
optimal. Under the Detailed Report, you can find such details as the timing plan for the 50-
second, Extended three-phase solution and the MOEs, including delay for each movement, 
for the interchange. If you wish, you can choose to print any or all of these details by using 
the Print button in the upper right of the window within each tab/folder. Also, you can 
view a time-space diagram based on the GA solution by clicking on the T-Sp Diagram tab. 
GA Optimizer will be identified as the source of the time-space diagram being displayed. 

Congratulations! You have now completed your first optimization analysis of a diamond 
interchange. For practice, you may want to go back and experiment with some of the 
features of the PASSER III or GA Optimizer tools and see what kinds of effects your 
changes make on the optimal solution. For instance, a 40-second cycle length is rather short 
for peak period operations. For practical reasons, you may want to use a cycle length no 
shorter than 60 seconds. To make this change, simply go back into the PASSER III and/ or 
GA Optimizer tools and increase the lower bound on the cycle length range to 60 seconds. 
And, because of the wide spacing (720 ft) between these two halves of the diamond, you 
might want to just use a Basic three-phase or Extended three-phase solution in PASSER III. 
To remove the four-phase sequence from being an optimization option, simply go to the 
Input tab under PASSER III and remove the check mark next to the four-phase option. 

When you are finished experimenting with the isolated diamond, move on to the next 
chapter to analyze multiple intersections along an arterial. For practical reasons, the example 
is limited to two intersections along an arterial for this class. However, using PASSER V 
you can analyze multiple arterials, each with many intersections. For convenience and/ or 
consistency with your physical configuration in the field, you can even separate intersections 
along arterials into groups. 
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Arterial Analysis 

Using PASSER V to~ muliipk intersections along an arterial roatlwcg. 

0 
ur next analysis task is to use PASSER V to optimize traffic operations along an 
arterial roadway. As we proceed through the process of data entry, analysis, and 
review of results for this multi-intersection example, we will be using features of 
PASSER V that we did not use for our isolated intersection or our diamond 

interchange. 

Entering Data 
Begin your analysis by starting a new file and immediately saving the blank file as "Arterial." 
PASSER V will automatically add a ".pSi" extension when it saves the input file. Then, click 
on the PASSER V System button and enter the name of the project, company, analyst, etc. 
Click on 'OK' when you are finished. 

The next figure shows the details of two intersections along S.W. Military Drive in San 
Antonio, Texas. Our task is to develop a signal timing plan for both intersections that will 
provide for minimum delay and progressive flow between the two intersections. All data 
currently available are shown below. Before actual timings are developed for these two sites, 
detailed drawings should be made based on actual lane width measurements and current lane 
usage, and the intersection spacing should be measured in the field. The location and type 
of control of the intersections between our study intersections Qf any) should be noted. If 
they are signalized, full turning movement counts and all other data must be obtained for 
these intersections as well so that they can be included in the PASSER V analysis. 

Note that information about left-tum treatments/type (protected, pennissive, both) is not 
indicated in the diagrams. You will have to make assumptions about the type of left-tum 
treatments (that information is not available to us for the time being, but you must have it 
before a complete analysis can be performed). We will assume protected/permitted 
operation on the crossing roadways and protected-only operation on S.W. Military. 
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Another piece of information that is essential to an arterial, multiple intersection analysis is 
the average speed along the segment of roadway that links the analyzed intersections. If a 
speed that is too high is used in the analysis, the offsets will be set so that the platoon arrives 
late in the downstream intersection's main street through phase. If the speed entered is too 
low, the resulting offset will cause the platoon to arrive on red. A good approximation of 
the average speed is the speed limit. Field-based speed limit or average speed information 
must be obtained before appropriate steps can be taken to coordinate the intersections. 

The PM peak hours tend to have slightly higher volumes than the AM peak, so we will start 
with a PM peak analysis. It is likely that separate timing plans will be necessary for the AM 
and PM peak periods, or that vehicle-actuated control for these intersections will be used. 
Since we are coordinating two or more intersections, we will have to have control hardware 
that is capable of operating in a pretimed coordinated or semi-actuated, coordinated mode. 
This may be implemented as a simple time-based coordinated system or it could be 
accomplished with a closed loop system (with wireline or radio communications between 
intersections). If the system is vehicle actuated, the loop detectors (or other sensors) must 
be calibrated and maintained. 

To render the network of two intersections in PASSER V, begin by selecting the Two way 
link button and drawing a line 4500 ft long from left to right, approximately halfway down 
your screen. Then, draw a north-south crossing roadway such that it intersects the first 
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artery about 21/z grid squares (500 ft) from its left side. Repeat thi.s procedure on the other 
side of the network for the crossillg roadway to the east. When you are finished with these 
steps, your screen should resemble the following figure . 
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Our next task is to correct the length and other properties of the lillk joillillg our two 
intersections. Click on the Sdect button and then click on the link. Withill the Link Data 
willdow that appears, edit the length so that it is 3425 ft ill each direction. Also, edit the 
speed to make it 40 mph ill each direction as thi.s is our assumed speed along the primary 
artery, S.W. Military. Click on 'OK' when you are finished editing Link Data. 

Next, click on the Control button and then click on the left intersection. Enter the data 
from the New Laredo Highway/S.W. Military intersection for thi.s junction. Note that our 
rules for the right-turning volume that we used for an isolated intersection (Chapter 4) only 
apply to right turns onto non-coordillated arterials. For illstance, at the New Laredo 
Highway intersection you would look at the right-tum volumes and conclude that both the 
eastbound and northbound right-tum volumes could be "zeroed out'' sillce they could easily 
be handled as right turns on red or as right turns from their own turn lane. However, if you 
were to zero out the northbound right-tum volume, PASSER V would not be able to 
account for the flow profile and queuillg that would result from those right-turning vehicles 
at the downstream arterial intersection. Thus, when you have right turns onto an arterial 
that you are analyzillg ill PASSER V for optimization, it is important to illclude at least some 
right-tum volume. In our case, we will illclude just enough of our northbound right-turning 
traffic that the right-turn volume does not influence signal timing at the intersection. A 
simple way to do thi.s is to take the through volume for the same approach and divide it by 
the number of through lanes. In our case, thi.s is 128 through vehicles divided by 2 lanes for 
a per lane through volume of 64 vehicles per hour. Apply the right-tum factor of 0.85 (from 
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the HCM) to this value to produce 54 (64 X 0.85), and use this value as the number of right 
turns. This includes some right-turn volume for use in flow and delay calculations in 
PASSER V, but not so much right-turn volume that the right-turn lane influences the split 
time for the through phase. 

For the eastbound approach at New Laredo Highway, the right turns do not turn onto a 
coordinated arterial so we can simply not code a right-turn movement for this approach 
and/ or set this right-turn volume to zero (l.e., all rights can be made through the channelized 
right-turn lane as right turns on red). For the southbound right turns, the rightmost lane will 
mainly be carrying only right-turning traffic, and at least half and perhaps up to 75 percent of 
right turns will get through on red. For the westbound approach, you might want to halve 
the right-turning volume due to the presence of the channel. Recall that left turns on S.W. 
Military are protected only, while those on New Laredo Highway are protected/permitted. 
Assume pedestrian buttons (min. green = 6 sec) for all approaches and use a yellow of 4 
seconds and red clearance of 2 seconds. Under the Sat. Flow Data tab, use a PHF of 0.90 
and use the truck percentages shown. When you are finished with data entry for this 
intersection, click on 'Update' and compare your input data to the screen on the next page. 
After resolving any differences, click on 'OK' and move on to the intersection at Somerset. 
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At Somerset, assume all lanes are 12ft wide and that left-turn bays on each approach are 150 
ft long. For right turns at Somerset, assume all westbound right turns can be handled as 
right turns on red (i.e., do not code a right-turn movement for this approach). On the other 
three approaches, the fact that the right lane is a shared lane with no channel will lead us to 
enter the full right-turn volume. Left turns on S.W. Military are protected only, while those 
on the cross street are protected+permitted. Also assume pedestrian buttons (min. green= 
6 sec) for all approaches and use a yellow of 4 seconds and red clearance of 2 seconds. 
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Under the Sat Flow Data tab, use a PHF of 0.90 and use the truck percentages shown. 
Check the figure below to confirm your input data for Somerset 
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If you wish, you can check Delay vs. Cycle Analysis for each of the two intersections to note 
that the default cycle length of 90 seconds actually experiences higher delay than cycle 
lengths around 55 or 60 seconds. The Controller tab will show you the splits for each 
intersection, and the Signal MOEs tab will give you delay and queue lengths for all of the 
movements at each intersection. 

Optimization 
When you are ready to optimize the arterial, close any open data entry or editing windows 
and click on the Tools button from the PASSER V function bar. Click on 'Artery 1' from 
the list of arteries on the left side of the Optimization/ Analysis Tools window that appears. 
Notice that you now have access to the PASSER II arterial optimization tool and the GA 
Optimizer for arterial optimization. You can also use the Volwne Analysis, T -Sp Diagram, 
and Delay/Cycle Analysis tools that we first used when analyzing a diamond interchange. 

To begin our arterial optimization, we want to first find out what range of cycle lengths is 
most appropriate for our artery. Click on the Delay/Cycle Analysis tool and then click on 
'Draw.' Notice that the minimwn delay cycle is around 55 to 60 seconds; this is not 
surprising since the cycle lengths that we found were necessary for each intersection by itself 
both had minimum delay cycles around this value. We will make use of this information to 
constrain our cycle length range for analysis from the default of 40 to 120 seconds down to 
40 to 90 seconds. 
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Next, we will use the Volume Analysis tool to find out how much throughput capacity we 
need to provide to avoid congestion problems on the artery (S.W. Military). After clicking 
on the Volume Analysis tab and then on 'Chart', you can see that as long as we provide a 
cycle length that is greater than about 50 seconds we will have enough capacity at the arterial 
intersections to accorrunodate our volumes. 

Now that we know the cycle length range for our analysis, click on the PASSER II tool and 
enter a cycle length range from 40 to 90 seconds. We will use Volume Weighted Band 
under Options to have the PASSER II tool try and create progression bands in proportion 
to the amount of through traffic either eastbound or westbound on the artery (S.W. 
Military). Note that if we were specifically creating an AM or PM peak signal timing plan 
and we wanted to favor either eastbound (A direction) or westbound (B direction) traffic, we 
would select that direction underneath Options. Next, under MOE options we want 
PASSER to be able to make slight adjustments in offset to try and minimize intersection 
delay, rather than forcing the program to use only the exact offset for progression Q.e., delay 
savings can be realized without affecting progression quality in most instances). Finally, we 
want to look at MOEs for each cycle length, rather than just the output for the one, optimal 
cycle length. 

When your PASSER II tool input data entry is complete, click on the Run button. PASSER 
V will indicate that the PASSER II tool is running; when it is complete, output results will 
appear to the right in the Input/Output tab. Notice that the PASSE R II tool selects an 85-
second cycle length for our artery, though the minimum delay cycle length is only around 60 
seconds. This behavior in PASSER II is explained by the fact that the tool is trying to 
maximize bandwidth, or the amount of green time devoted to progression between 
intersections on the artery. Longer cycle lengths are one means of providing increased 
bandwidth while only slightly penalizing overall intersection delay. Click on the Surrunary 
Report tab to view the results for all of the cycle lengths analyzed. The report should 
resemble the following figure. 
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By default, the results are organized by total efficiency (percent of bandwidth devoted to 
progression). Also notice, however, that in this case (as in most cases) longer cycle lengths 
are associated with higher overall average delay. A good compromise might be to select a 
70-second cycle length to "get the best of both worlds." Right-click your mouse over the 
output table and select the 70-second cycle timing plan. Then, click on 'Detailed Report.' 
You can review the details of this timing plan by clicking on the Art Summary, Timing Plan, 
and MOEs buttons, and you can print each item if you wish. 

To get an idea of how well progression is accommodated in our 70-second cycle length 
timing plan, click on the T-Sp Diagram tool. Your time-space diagram should look like the 
one below. Notice that the offset for the first (reference) intersection is 0 seconds and the 
offset for the second intersection (which in this case is Somerset) is 58 seconds. Also notice 
that large, equally sized progression bands exist in both directions. Such bands are 
characteristic of plans with good progression, and we were able to provide this quality of 
flow in both directions- at least during the PM peak period. Note for future reference that 
you cannot lock offsets when you do a PASSER II tool optimization analysis in PASSER V. 
However, under the settings for each individual intersection (select 'Control' and click on an 
intersection) you are able to specify a preference for a particular phasing sequence Oeft turns 
leading - LL or Jagging - GG, lead/lag- LG or lag/lead - GL, All, or No- retain settings 
found under the Timing Data tab) under the Optimization Data tab. 
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Now, we will use the GA Optimizer to view its interpretation of this same PM peak 
condition. To start the GA Optimizer analysis, click on the GA Optimizer tab. Enter our 
known cycle length range of 40 to 90 seconds. Also enter Bandwidth-based (rather than 
Delay-based) as the fitness routine so the results will be more directly comparable to the 
results from the PASSER II tool. From phase sequence options, opt to optimize both 
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phase sequence and offsets at all intersections. Oick on 'Run' and when the GA Optimizer 
has finished its processing, click on the Summary Report tab. Notice that the GA Optimizer 
selected a 65-second cycle length in comparison to PASSER IJ, which selected the 90-
second cycle length. In large measure, the GA Optimizer's "decision" was based on a 
thought process similar to our own, wherein we sought a timing plan with good progression, 
but not necessarily the longest cycle length available to us (since longer cycle lengths also 
have higher average delays). Note that if you were to run the GA tool with a larger 
population and number of generations, you would most likely evolve to a different but 
similar timing solution. As with the PASSER IJ tool, you can view and/ or print the timing 
plan and MOE output details for the preferred solution, and you can go to the T-Sp 
Diagram tool to view the time-space diagram for the GA-based solution. 

For comparison purposes, let's go back to the GA Optimizer Input tab and this time select 
Delay-based as our fitness routine. After you run the GA Optimizer, go to the Summary 
Report tab. Notice that based on delay (rather than bandwidth), the GA Optimizer has 
selected a 55-second cycle length. Again, this is not surprising since a 55-second cycle length 
is very close to the minimum delay cycle lengths for each of the two separate intersections. 
Note, however, in observing the T-Sp Diagram that using this shorter cycle length there is 
much less bandwidth and bandwidth efficiency in comparison to the bandwidth-based 
solution. 

Considering all factors, the GA Optimizer using the Bandwidth-based fitness routine will 
usually provide the "best compromise" solution between delay and bandwidth. However, 
limitation on the GA tool at this point is that you cannot fix the phasing sequence (though 
you can fix offsets to optimize timing around a known/desired set of offsets) as you can 
with the PASSER II tool (by making selections under each intersection's Optimization Data 
tab). To review some of the details of the output for this timing solution, rerun the GA 
Optimizer (to restore the bandwidth-based solution) and click on 'OK' to close the 
Optimization/ Analysis Tools window. Then, go to each intersection and review its timing 
details. Click on the Control button from the function bar and then click on the right 
intersection (New Laredo Highway/S.W. Military). Click on the Controller tab to view the 
ring structure for this intersection and do the same for the Somerset intersection. 

Always be aware of all of the safety considerations discussed in this manual when you make 
final decisions about what type of timing plan you implement in the field. For instance, our 
optimal timing solutions included lead-lag phasing for the S.W. Military arterial. If we had 
allowed permitted left turns from S.W. Military, we could have created a "yellow trap" safety 
consideration. Before implementing any timing solution, you will want to review all 
pertinent phasing and configuration information to ensure that your recommendation is free 
of potential safety concerns and fully and appropriately meets the needs of the vehicles and 
pedestrians using the intersections. If you do find safety concerns, you can always make 
changes in your input file to remove those concerns and rerun your arterial in PASSER V. 
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Combined Arterial and 
o·amond Analysis 

Op~ arterid operation, includingprrgression through a di£unond interchange. 

W
e can maximize our use of PASSER V's functionality and tools by analyzing 
complex arterial operations that include diamond interchanges. PASSER V's 
GA Optimizer tool gives you the flexibility to optimize arterial progression while 
retaining the diamond interchange settings you already developed for a single 

controller (using the PASSER ill tool on the interchange). This combines the utility of the 
previously separate tools PASSER IT and PASSER III. 

An Example Problem 
The figure on the following page presents an example optimization problem that includes a 
diamond interchange within an arterial. The arterial is geographically oriented north to 
south in the field, and was drawn that way in PASSER V. The diamond interchange (with 
one-way frontage roads) junctions are the third and fourth intersections from the top. 

Along arterials with multiple intersections, you can make use of the subsystem, or grouping, 
features of PASSER V to organize your analysis. In this case, you can make the diamond 
interchange a subsystem and optimize it with the PASSER III tool. Then, by making the 
appropriate selections within the GA Optimizer for the overall arterial, you can retain the 
diamond phasing sequence for the interchange while creating progression bands (and 
optimizing signal settings for the other arterial intersections) for the overall arterial. 
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The "yellow trap" emerges when the leacling left in permissive mode and its corresponding 
through movement are being terminated through their clearance intervals so that the 
opposing direction's lagging left turn can receive its protected arrow. Drivers on the leacling 
left-turn approach will see that the through movement in their direction of travel is being 
terminated through its clearance interval at the same time the permissive green for their left 
turn is being terminated, and may think that the through movement in the opposing 
direction is being terminated as well. If such drivers decide to try and "sneak" through the 
intersection on the yellow, they are directly in the path of opposing through vehicles that still 
have a green signal indication. In fact, the opposing through movement remains green and 
will be displayed with the opposing direction's protected left-tum arrow. The phasing 
sequence leading up to the yellow trap is depicted below. 
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Southbound Demonstration of 
Lead-Lag 

"YELLOW TRAP" 

Northbound 
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One solution to the yellow trap problem associated with protected-permissive lead-lag 
phasing is to use "Dallas" phasing, which maintains the permissive left turn from the leacling 
direction until the opposing direction's through movement terminates. This type of 
operation is shown in the following figure. 
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Note that the use of protected-permissive lead-lag phasing is not the only phasing situation 
that can create the yellow trap problem. In semi-actuated or fully actuated operation, the 
skipping of the cross street phases can also result in situations where a pennissive left-tum 
phase in one direction is terminated while the opposing direction's through movement 
remains green. To remedy these situations, a minimum recall can be placed on cross street 
phases, or phase inhibit functions can be used to ensure that the phasing situation that 
causes the yellow trap situation does not occur. For instance, using phase 2 to inhibit phase 
1, phase 4 to inhibit phase 3, phase 6 to inhibit phase 5, and phase 8 to inhibit phase 7 you 
can eliminate the sequence of phase indications that result in a yellow trap. However, it is 
important to note that the inhibit functions are not consistent with the use of lead-lag (or 
lag-lag) phasing, since the applied inhibits would always not allow the lagged left-tum phase 
to be displayed Q.e., phase 2 inhibiting phase 1 would always not allow phase 1 to become 
active if phase 1 is lagging). Lead-lag phasing yellow trap solutions include the Dallas 
phasing option mentioned earlier or using protected operation only for the leading left 

If both opposing left-tum displays are protected-only, you should only apply a dual lag/lag 
left-tum sequence if max calls are placed on the through phases and min recalls are placed 
on the left-tum phases to ensure that the lag turns begin simultaneously - otherwise you 
could create a yellow trap situation if one of the protected left-tum phases is skipped. As a 
general rule when using standard eight-phase operation, if you inhibit phase 1 with phase 2, 
phase 3 with phase 4, phase 5 with phase 6, and phase 7 with phase 8, you will ensure that 
the "yellow trap" never occurs in a protected/ permitted left -turn display. You can safdy lag 
a left-turn phase by following this rule: Lift the "Inhibit Phase" if the opposing left turn is 
protected only [12]. 
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